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INTRODUCTION. 

Microelectronics now has an accepted plact in electronics and is having an 

impact on the electronics industry rivaling the invention of the transistor. 

The desire to miniaturize produced a revolution in the design and manufacture 

of electronic components which involves the mass fabrication and integration 

of these components together with their interconnections, encapsulations and 

external contacts, the end product bein, an integrated circuit. Over the 

years, different approaches have been taken to the miniaturization of components 

and circuits and consequently different technologies have evolved, each 

providing in its own way an integrated form of circuit. Hence, in its widest 

sense, an integrated circuit may be defined as 
[lj 

"the physical realization of a number of circuit elements, 

inseparably associated on or within a continuous body to 

perform the function of a circuit."  

Integrated circuits generally break down into two major categories, one 

utilizing semiconductor techniques only, the other using film technology to 

supplement semiconductor contributions. These categories and their position 

in the microelectronic classification 	are shown in Figure 1 .1. 

In the first category, all the components of a circuit form an integral part 

of a piece of bulk semiconductor material. Techniques such as diffusion, 

epitaxial growth and passivation are used to obtain the particular components 
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required within the circuit. Interconnections within the block of material 

are made by deposition of thin film Liaterial. This type of circuit is 

referred to as a monolithic circuit. They have been used extensively for 

digital requirements in such forms as RTL, DTL and TTL logic. 'lore recently 

successful linear circuits have been produced using these techniques. In 

addition to the monolithic semiconductor integrated circuit, a multi-chip 

approach to integration has been used. In this case, resistors, capacitors, 

tru'nsistors and diodes are fabircated as individual components which are then 

connected. together to form an integrated, circuit. This procedure represented 

a stepping stone on the way to monolithic integrated circuits. 

The second broad category consists of hybrid integration. This is a very 

general classification which often leads to some misunderstanding owing to th 

fact that there are hybrid circuits which are a combination of thin film, 

thick film, metal film and multi-chip circuits. A thin film circuit is 

usually designated as such if the resistor and dielectric material used in 

conjunction with the active devices are formed by techniques such as vacuum 

evaporation. The thickness of these films is measured in terms of Angstrms, 

thus the reference to thin film. Thick films on the other hand incorporate 

resistor and dielectric materials which have been deposit,)( 1,  by silk or metal 

screening techniques. The material is of the order of 1 micron or more in 

thickness. Metal film circuits usually refer to a matcrial such as tantalum 

which is anodised to form resistor material. 

Semiconductor integrated circuits find most applications where highly 

repetitive digital requirements exist, and where relatively few circuit types 
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are involved. Under these conditions the volume justifies the high design 

and tooling costs while the use of batch processing reduces the production 

costs. On the other hand, thin film hybrid integrated circuits are used for 

close tolerance analogue applications which requiro extreme resistor stability 

and where relatively small total numbers are involved. The economic production 

of small runs of custom built circuits arises from the low capital cost in the 

thin film process chosen. The thick film system lends itself to the use of 

mechanised processing equipment and henco is used for larger runs of any given 

circuit where the emphasis is on minimum cost. 

The classic reasons for using either monolithic or hybrid microelectronics 

technology are: 

reliability 

cost 

(C) size and weight 

Perhaps the most talked about factor is reliability. Integrated circuits in 

general have fewer connections of dissimilar materials and therefore less 

connection failures. Historically, electrical connections have been a major 

problem from a reliability standpoint. Deposited connections are inherently 

more reliable than dincrete soldered connections. There is also control over 

the formation of the complete circuit. With a circuit of discrete components 

different components come from different places and so have different 

reliabilities. However, some of this control is lost in the hybrid forms of 

integration. In addition, the use of redundancy, brought about by the 

opportunity to achieve more circuits per unit volume, has contributed to 

increased overall reliability. 
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When integrated circuits were first introduced at the beginning of this decade 

they were extremely expensive but had the important features of small size 

and high reliability. The immediate applications that were seen for integrated 

circuits at that time were mainly confined to military and space systems 

where small size and high reliability justified the high cost. During the 6 

years or so since integrated circuits were first designed into equipment, the 

manufacturing cost and selling price has decreased faster than anyone could 

have foretold. Fabrication yields have greatly improved and fabrication cost 

has become an almost insignificant part of the manufacturing cost. The most 

significant cost involved in integrated circuits now occurs at the assembling 

and testing stages of manufacture. Thus individual handling of the devices 

for bonding, sealing and testing contribute greatly to the total manufacturing 

cost of the devices and it is this that has led to the concept of large scale 

integration (LSI). 

Today, in many types of electronic equipment - military, space and aviation 

systems, communications, control and laboratory instruments and the consumer 

electronics industry - integrated circuits have become the basis of design. 

Although the initial impetus for the development of integrated circuits was 

the necessity for reducing size and weight, it is now apparent that integrated 

circuits allow equipment to be made at a lower cost than can be achieved with 

discrete components and the other advantages which accrue, size and reliability, 

may be regarded as bonuses. 

The basic classification shown in Figure 1.1 points to the possibility of 

thin film integrated circuits. At present the most satisfactory form of active 
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device for incorporation in any form of thin film circuit, thick or thin, is 

the inverted chip transistor. It is possible to fit such chip transistors by 

soldering to conducting areas of both thin and thick circuit systems. However, 

the unity of the thin film process is broken by this technique and there is a 

requirement for an evaporated thin film active device to permit the formation 

of thin film integratt4 circuits. Ueimer [2]  and his co-workers at the R.C.A. 

laboratories have produced such a device and experimentation on completely 

integrated circuits is now being actively carried out. 

The all-thin-film approach to integrated circuits utilizes an inert insulating 

substrate in place of the single crystal used in semiconductor integrated 

circuits (MOS and bipolar). Complete electrical isolation of the individual 

I 	
components is readily attained and therefore parasitic coupling effects are 

avoidad. As large area substrates do not present any great problem to vacuum 

evaporation techniques, thin film integrated circuits are likely to find a 

specialized application in solid-state image-scanning devices. 

This thesis is devoted to a study of the thin film transistor. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE THIN FlUl 	EFFECT TRMLI T011. 

2,1 HISTORY OF FIELD EFFECT. 

The basic idea of using a transverse electric field to control the longitudinal 

electric current between two electrodes, or simply the field effect principle, 

was disclosed by J.E. Lilienfp.ld. 	of New York in a series of patents, the 

first of which was issued in 1930. Lilienfeld proposed the structure shown in 

Figure 2.1. In this case, a thin layer of semiconductor, copper sulphide, was 

separated from a control electrode, aluminium, by a layer of insulation, aluminium 

oxide. rThen an electric field is applied across the insulator, the lnyor of 

semiconductor charges up, and this increase in charge results in an increas in 

the number of carriers available for conduction. Thus, it is capa'ole of 

modulating the conductivity of the current path in the semiconductoi'. 

Other early experiments along these lines were undertaken by 0. lIeu 	in 

Germany and were recorded in a British patent in 1935. He sugestcd the use of 

tellurium, iodine, cuprous oxide or vanadium pentoxide as a semiconductor, this 

layer being separated from one or more metal plates by either a solid dielectric, 

a vacuum or an air apace. The proposed device is shown in Figure 2,2. These 

were the first attempts to realize active solid state devices. 

The effects to be expected from such arranements are quite pronounced. The 

amount of induced charge can be determined from the applied voltac and the 

capacitance of the system. If the mobility of the charge carriers is known, 

then the expected change in conductance can be calculated. Consider, for 
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example, a layer of semiconductor of thickness 1600 R. Let the resistivity be 

10 ohm-cm and the mobility of the electrons be 100 cri 2/volt.sec. The electron 

concentration in the semiconductor may be calculated from the expression, 

0 

Hence, 	 a = 	x 1015  ohms/cm 

In a layer of thickness t = 1600 R = 6 x 10 5cm. there will be nt = 1.0 x 1010 

electrons per sq.cm. 

Consider now the application of a voltage to the control electrode. Oiing to the 

presence of the transverse clectr 	ficla a charge will be induced on the 

surface of the semiconducting layer. A control electrode at a potential of 1,0 volts 

and separated from the semiconducting layer by a dielectric lay&r of thickness, 
5 )  

1000 1, and dielectric constant would produce a field of 10volts/crn. This 

field in turn will produce a displacement of U E coulombs. A simple 

calculation using the above values shows that the number of induced elecrons 

is 0.9 x 1010  /cm 2 . It can be seen that the number of induced electrons is 

approximately the same as the number normally present. Such a field should 

thus double the conductivity of the semiconducting layer. 

Experiment have been carried out with layers of semiconductors and .effects 

of the kind described on the previous pages have been observed. However, the 

degree of modulation has been somewhat less than that predicted by calculation. 

Shockley and Pearson [5 ] in 1948 took measurements on a number of films of 

p-type germanium. In these experiments, a thin film of germanium with laterally 
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spaced contacts was evaporated on to one side of a thin mica sheet. The flold 

electrode consisted of an evaporated metal film deposited on the opposite side 

of the mica substrate. Copper oxide and n-type silicon were also used. In 

goneral, the results showed that only about 10 per cent of the induced charges 

were effective in changing the conductancu. Shockley and Pearson used Bardeen' s L C 

surface states model of a semiconductor to explain this phenomenon. The concept 

or surface states was introduced by Timm 	who showed from fundamental 

quantum-mochanlcnl considerations that, in contrast to the situation in bulk, 

localized states can occur at the surface and have energies distributed in the 

forbidden range between the filled band and the conduction band. :ug and 

Penney - 8] approximated the potential energy of an electron in a crystal by 

a periodic array of square wells and were able to show that the electron ener-

spectrum consisted of allowed bands separated by forbidden zones. Tamm 

modified, the model to include the abrupt termination of the 1att:ce at the 

surface and treated the crystal as a periodic array of square vrells ending 

with a potential wall, which corresponds to the binding energy of an electron 

in the crystal. From this model theory predicted the presence at the surface 

of allowed energy levels, surface states, within the forbidden zone. Further 

modification,,; to the model were made by Shockley 	, who showed in a more 

general treatment that surface states can only occur if there is a separate 

potential trough at the surface, or if the energy bands arising froLl separate 

atomic levels overlap. Bardeen proposed that electrons which move in the bulk 

of the semiconductor could become tightly bound in surface states on the surface 

of the semiconductor and thus become immobilized. In this way, a iortion of the 

induced charge becomes ineffective, and makes no contribution to the conduct' 
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Figure 2.3 represents the surface of an n-type semiconductor and shows, in 

part (a), eight electrons trapped in the surface states. These electrons 

repel other electrons in the conduction band and thus producc a layer of 

depleted conductivity below the surface. The semiconductor surface as a whole 

is neutral. When the metal capacitor plate is charged positively, an equal 

negative charge appears on the surface of the semiconductor. In accordance 

with the results obtained by Shockley and Pearson, 90 per cent of this charc 

is trapped in surface states. Surface states are believed to be associated with 

the unsaturated or dangling bonds of the surface atoms. Hence their density 

1) 	5 should be approximately  imately equal to the number of surface atoms, 10 - 10 - 

2 per cm 

2.2 EVOLUTION OF TP. 

The initial atcmpts to achieve a solid state amplifier by modulati% the 

electric field at the semiconductor surface wore not too succoT;ful, and this 

method of conductivity modulation war subsequently used to sudy the electronic 

properties of the semiconductor surfaces. However, an alternative mproach to 

an active solid state field-effect device was conceived by hockloy. In order 

to get round the effects of surface states and other surface problems, 

Shocklo3r in 1952 Eio] introduced a completely different field cffcct configuration 

which made use of the extension of the depletion region of two reverse biased 

p-n junctions to ontrol the conductance between two electrodes a.; the ends of 

a bar of semiconducting material. The construction is shown in iiure 2.L. 

Carrier concentration is negligible in the space charge regions and as a 
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consequence the current flows in a channel, of p-typo material in this case, 

bounded by space charge regions. In Figure 2.4 the reverse bias is the same 

at each p terminal and the channel width is uniform over the length of the 

device. If the reverse bias is made larger at one end, the depiction region 

increases towards that end, and hence the channel narrows with a consequent 

change in conductance. A further increase in reverse bias causes the two space 

charge regions to meet and the current through the channel to saturate. This 

is known as the 'pinch-off" point. ijith this proposal, then, to move away from 

the surface with its attendant problems and into the bulk, Shockley suggested 

a method of modulating the current in a block of semiconducting material. The 

method bears a closer analogue to the vacuum triode than to conventional bipolar 

transistors. A signal applied between 'the control electrode and ground has the 

effect of altering the width of the channel and hence the current throu gh the 

device • The current flow is carried by one type of carrier only end the device 

is said to be "unipolar'. This is closely analogous to the action of the grid 

in a thermionic valve. Shockley also suggested a now electrode terminology for 

field effect devices. He designated the "source" and "drain as the electrodes 

into and out of which current flows and the "gate" as the control el:ctrodc. 

Such transistors were subsequently built and tested by Dacoy and w2 ors in 1955 

but had the limitation that rather high voltages wore required to pinch off 

the channel owing to the physical dimensions of the device, thus introducing 

other adverse effects such as mobility deviation due to high fields and junction 

leakage problems. The junction gate field effect transistor has since become 

available commercially. 
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The junction gate field effect transistor described above has 1ibti in common 

with thin film transistors and contains no thin film parts, the semiconductor 

being a single crystal. However, hockloy made a further contribution to the 

study of field effect transistors by producing a theoretical analysis to 

explain the current-voltage relationship of the junction gate transistor and 

sora features of the approach have boon used by others to explain the operation 

of the thin film transistor up to the current saturation point. This will be 

d.icussod in Chapter 3. 

Interest in the original idea of conductivity modulation by an electrode 

insulated from the surface still persisted. The advent of the conventional 

bipolar transistor produced a concentration of research work on single crystal 

germanium and silicon, and the subsequent availability of high purity materials 

facilitated the study of surface phenomena. The stability of silicon surfaces 

when they were provided with a chemically bound solid-solia intorfeco was 

studied by Atalla otmi 
121 

 and stable surfaces were obtained. with the silicon-

silicon dioxide system when the oxide was thermally grown. The metal oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistor (MOST) arose directly from this work. The 

structure of the device is shown in Figure 2.5. The source and drain electrodes 

are formed, in this case, by a heavy doping of n-type material. Current is 

injected at the source by forward biasing the p-n junction and modulated by the 

gate electrode ., usually of aluminium, placed on top of the silicon dioxide 

insulator. 

The thin film version of this transistor did not follow directly from the 'zork 

of Atslla ot.al., but originated more or loss simultanoously from a quite 
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different source. namely the study of space charge limited currents (Sol) in 

wide band gap materials • Transient sel currents in cadmium sulphido crystals 

[131 
were observed by Smith and Rose in 1955 	. These currents rapidly deonyod 

to very small values because of carrier trapping and considerable work has since 

boon carried out to understand the influence of carrier trapping on sd currents. 

The Mott-Gurnoy square law dopcndanco of current upon voltage was observed by 

Wright 
[1 	

in cadmium sulphide in 1958 and ccl dielectric diodes were 

demonstrated by Conning et.al. in 1959 [151
0 At this time, Ruppcl and Smith [16] 

reported the fabrication of an experimental solid state triodo which operated 

under Sol conditions. A significant departure from the study of single crystals 

occurred when Dresnor and Shalicross 7], drawing on considerable technological 

experience with thin films of cadmium suiphido which had boon acquired in the 

fabrication of photoconductive devices 
[18], 

 reported the observation of sd 

currents in evaporated polycrystalline cadmium sulphide diodes. They had 

observed rectification ratios of I0 5  using an underlying gold electrode as the 

injecting contact and an overlying tellurium electrode as the blockinG contact. 

An early attempt at constructing an ccl triode was made by embeddinG an 

evaporated grid of tellurium lines in a double layer of evaporated cadmium 

sulphide [2] . Anothor approach used a single pair of laterally spaced 

electrodes with an intervening tellurium gate strip in contact with the 

cadmium sulphide [16 ]. Owing to the large trap density and the low mobility of 

the films, poor control was obtained in those experiments. Finally 7eimer [2 
3 

by introducing an insulating layer into the gate structure, produced a successful 

thin film transistor with the configuration shown in Figure 2.6(a). 
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In 1eirner's device, all materials, including the metal electrodes, the semiconductor, 

and the insulator were deposited by evaporation on an insulating glass substrate. 

The semiconductor has, in most cases, been a polycrystalline layer of cadmium 

sulphide, although other materials, notably cadmium selenide, (n-type), and 

tellurium, (p-type), have been used successfully. The source and drain electrodes 

were fonned of metals which made low resistance contacts with the semiconductor 

and for this structire, gold was initially used. The requirements for the gate 

electrode are less st1gent and either gold or aluminium can be used. The 

thickness of each film is greatly exaggerated in the cross-sectional drawings. 

The metal electrodes are several hundred Angstroms in thickness, the insulating 

layer ranges from 1000 R to 2000 , and the semiconductor from a few hundred. 

Angstroms to one or more microns. The insulating layers are usually of silicon 

monoxide or calcium fluoride. The spacing between, and the length of the source 

and drain electrodes are generally of the order of 10 microns nd 0.25 cm 

respectively. Other configurations are possible for the thin film transistor and 

these are also shown in Figure 2.6(b) and Figure 2,7(a)  and (b). As can be seen 

from these diagrams, there are two main structures for the thin film transistor, 

depending upon whether all the electrodes are on one side of the semiconductor, 

referred to as the coplanar electrode structure, or whether electrodes are placed 

on both sides of the semiconductor, referred to as the stagered electrode structure. 

Using thee materials and similar dimensions, Weimer was able to fabricate devices 

with transconc3.uctances varying between 4000 u a/volt and 25,000 p a/volt, 
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Fig. 2.6 Cross-sectional diagrams of two T.F.T.s having the 
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Fig. 2.7 Cross-sectional diagrams of two T.F.T.s having the 
"co-planar electrode" structure. 
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2.3 PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN TFT. 

The structures used for the classical field effect experiments, in which current 

modulation was found to be impractical, and the thin film transistor, in which 

current modulation is possible, have a distinct similarity, the main differences 

beinc in the materials and the dimensions used. The very thin evaporated layer 

of insulation in the thin film transistor allows the control electrode to be 

anything up to 1000 times closer to the semiconductor than was possible in the 

early field effect experiments, where an insulating spacer of mica or a vacuum 

gap of 12 microns was fairly typical. The difference yields correspondingly 

higher transconductances and a more effective control of the surface potential. 

Owing to the high capacitance, free carriers can be drawn to the interface at 

moderate voltages to fill traps anI surface states and so inactivate them. The 

thermally grown oxide on silicon in the 1IOS transistor also provides a close 

spacing. The choice of insulating material also determines the surface potential 

of the semiconductor. For example, with cadmium sulphide, calcium fluoride forms 

a depletion layer at the surface, whereas silicon oxide can form either a depletior 

or accumulation layer depending on whether monoxide or a dioxide is used. By 

mixing calcium fluoride and silicon monoxide in different proportions, it is 

possible to vary the surface potential between the values obtained for these 

materials separately. 191 

It is obvious that the semiconductor to insulator interface has some considrab 

bearing on the operation of a thin film transistor. The formation of a depletion 

layer at the interface causes no drain current to flow in the transistor when 

there is zero gate voltage, and it is necessary to apply a positive voltage to 
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the gate in the case of an n-type semiconductor to turn the transistor on.'Such 

a circuit is said to operate in the enhancement mode. A depletion type ' -hin 

film transistor is one which has a useful current at zero gate bias, and this 

is provided by the formation of an accumulation layer at the sem*concuctor to 

insulator interface. In this case, a negative gate voltage i recuire. to turn 

the transistor off. such a unit is capable of operation in ei'ior the deTlletion 

or enhancement mode. 

Considr now the effect of surface states on the energy bands of a n-type 

semiconductor. In the absence of surface states, the energy bands of th 

semiconductor continue flat up to the surface, provided there is no eaternal 

field, Figure 2.0(a). Vhen acceptor-like surface states arc introhced below 

the Fornii level, they v.7ill not be in equilibrium with the ener,j bane. as lon[; 

as they remain unoccupied. The situation is illustrated in Fi;:r h u), 

where the surface states have been introduced at an energy 1ev 1 G 	 Since 

the states are empty and below the Fermi level, some of the co::'c:ioii band 

electrons fall into them In the procis the surface becomes ne::vcly 

charged, and consequentlr the energy bands at the surface bend 	s.rTh wiLh 

respect to the Fermi level. Since the energy position of the surface states 

in the forbidden gap is determined by short-range atomic forces and is no 

affected by the bulk potential, the surface levels rise tot -her 	ti1 

band edges. The proces of charge transfer continues until eqilibriu'e is 

reached - Siguro 2.6(c). Thus the larger the surface state densitj, the 

greater the bending of bands near the surface. The situation for donor-1:U:e 

states is analogous and shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Fig. 2.8 Energy level diagram for an n-type semiconductor 
(a) no surface states (b) Acceptor-like surface 
states not at equilibrium (c) at equilib*iun. 
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r 20 
Yieimer L 	has considered the role that surface states at the ;eraiconductor 

to iasulator interface play in the performance of the thin fun translator 

and rer.sons in the following manner. Figure 2.10(a) shows the enery band 

structure for the gate-insulator-semiconductor system of a thin film transistor. 

The contact potential difference due to the work function of the metal gate 

may also play a part. A system with a high density of acceptor-like states or 

deep traps requires a positive gate bias to convert the depletion layer into 

an accumulation layer, Figure 2.10(b), and so turn the transistor on. This 

condition yields an enhancement type transistor. Let N 0  reprosont the number 

of unfilled traps or surface states initially present, and let Cr. bo the gate 

capacitance, then the gate bias required for onset of current is ivcn by: 

V=4 
c 	C9 

Likewise a high density of donor-like states at the interface provides an 

accumulation layer at zero bias and yields a depletion type trans:Utcr - 

Figure 2.10(c) and (d). In this case, V is the gate bias required to turn 

the device off and N represents the number of electrons initially present in 

the gap region. Weimer has attempted to control the value of V 0  in the 

fabrication of thin film transistors by processing the semiconductor prior 

to evaporation of the insulator and also by proper choice of insulator and 

gate materials. 

2. L CO?IDATION OF .IATLLS FOR TFT. 

Weimer' s choice of cadmium sulphide for the semiconducting layer was dictated 
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by the volume of information accumulated over some years of study f its 

photoconductive behaviour. In previous years in this department, although 

there .':s no experience in evaporation tec1micue3 to draw on, sinlo crystal 

piateicts of cadmium sulphide had boon grown by the vapour phase tochn:.quo 

and. used to study the fabrication problems and noise properties associated-

with insulator 	
21 , 221 

tor diodes. 	• The decision to use cadmium sulp!UCLO as the 

semiconductor in n. study of the thin film transistor was, in a sense, a 

natural extension of this work. 

Several different materials have boon used as insulators in thin film 

transistors, the commonest being calcium fluoride, and silicon monoxide. It 

was decided to use silicon monoxide. This material has been over present over 

thJ years in the nluation of thin film circuits, being mainly used as a 

dielectric for capacitors. Although it is relatively easy to ovaporate, its 

reaction with oxygen leaves some doubt as to its ultimate composition as an 

evaporated thin film. However, the fact that it was readily obt: inablo and a 

large volume of technical information was available led, to its selection. 

2.4,1 SUBSTRATE MATERIALS. 

The substrate does no play an act 	role in the electrical orformence of 

a thin film transistor, but its properties are important and capable of having 

considerable effect on the electrical performance of the device. Ideally a 

substrate should have the following properties: 
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Chemical inertness. 

Low electrical conductivity. 

A flat smooth surface. 

High thermal conductivity. 

Compatfbility with vacuum processing. 

Be readily available at lorr cost. 

Few materials, if any, which satisfy all these requirements are available at 

present. One of the main considerations is that since a great deal of processing 

tkos place in vacuum and at elevr.ted temperatures, organic plast:.c materials 

cannot be used. Thus the only materials suitable are glass and ceramics. The 

well established use of high quality ceramics for discrete film rcrintors has 

led to the use of ceramic substrates for microcircuits both in the United tates 

and in this country. In addition, a number of companies advocate the use of 

glass subctrr'tes. 

From the point of view of thii films, a good finish is nccesnry to provide 

r 23] uniformity and reproducibility of component values. R.J. $cttzo 	of the 

Corning Glass 1/orks has examinod materials for their suitabiiitj as substrates 

for thin resistive films of tin oxide and his report suggested that a high 

a1umin4 ceramic with its high mechanical strength and high thermal conductivity 

would b the preferable substrate to use, were it not for the normal surface 

condition of the material. This disadvantage of ceramics can bo overcome if 

the surface is coated with a suitable glaze. The problem with this approach 

is that most low temperature glazes have a high alkali content which influences 

the olcctrical 	ductivity and corrosion resistance and so makes them 

unsuitable for microcircuits. Considerable advances have ben rnad ant-  several 
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mufacturorm havo developed a glazed ceramic of sufficient flatness and. with 

a low nBrii glass surface. However, the necessary surface finish for thin 

film components can most readily be obtained on glass. Soda glass ;  of which 

ordinary microscope slides are made, cannot be used owing to the alkali content 

giving rise to conduction by sodium ion migration. To overcome this, slides 

of borosilicate glass were usc. In addition, glass is transparont r.nc3. this 

property can be used to advantage if it is necessary to monitor the formation 

or thickness of the film by optical means. In fact considerable use of this 

property was made when depositing the thin film of semi conclucting cadmium 

sulphidn. 

The crystalline structure of the substrate can also be important. 2'ic use of 

amorphous materials such as glass or a ceramic for substrates has little 

influence on the crystalline growth of the thin evaporated film and, in order 

to form single crystal films or increase the crystallite size, it is necessary 

to use a substrate with a crystalline structure similar to that of the film. 

Mica has a crystalline structure not too dissimilar from that of cadmium 

sulphide and freshly cleaned slices were also used as substrates in an attempt 

to encourage an epitaxial growth. 

2.5 MPJ3KING. PROCDTJRE. 

In the formation of evaporatcd thin films of materials it is nearly always 

necessary to form a repeatable defined profile. Take, for example, the 

evaporation of a thin film resistor. For a given thickness of film, the 

aspect ratio determines the value of the resistor. Hence, the accuracy with 
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which the aspect ratio can be found determines the tolerance within which a 

resistor can be deposited. The workir 	f the substrate can be of some 

importance, particularly when hi'h accuracy is required. Two main methods of 

masking are used, usually referred to as: 

1 • In contact masking.. 

2. Out of contact masking. 

In the first method the film is evaporated over the whole substrate, and then 

covered with a photo-sensitive rosist. The resist is exposed through a 

photograph of the desired pattern to ultra-violet light, which polymerises it. 

The unexposed resist is then dissolved away to expose the evaporated film 

underneath, which in turn can be selectively removed by chemical etching, thus 

leaving the required pattern. 

Out of contact masking has the virtue of simplicity but does not lend itself 

to a very accurate delineation of the pattern. The required film profile is 

formed on the substrate merely by evaporatin the material through a metal foil 

on which the pattern has previously been cut, usually by the photo-sensitive 

resist technique. Out of contact masking has been used throughout this work. 

It was realized that a combination of both methods could be used in the 

fabrication of a TFT. In an inverted coplanar structure it would be possible 

to form a very nar:ow gate electrode by in contact masking, and add the 

remaining layers using out of contact masking. Likewise, the source-drain 

electrodes in a stagered electrode i2T could be formed by selective etching 

and it is almost certain that the spacing between source and drain attainable 
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by this method would be smr.11er than by out of contact masking. Thus, the 

photo-resist process does offer a good method for forming the initial layers 

of a TFT, provided that the layer is metallic, i.e. either the gate or the 

source and drain electrodes. However, other factors have to be t'ken into 

account, in particular, the problem of keeping the substrate cican. .PIii-n 

films of some materials stick better to glass than others, and. in oncral, it 

appears that elements which tend, to oxidise readily adhere much more strongly. 

This hih adhesion of oxygen active metals to glass has also boon observed in 

glass to metal seal technology and, as an explanation, bondin of the metal is 

believed to occur by chemical rcction v'ith an 01-I layer on the;lass. Thin 

films of the noble elements, such a3 gold, scarcely adhere at all to class and 

can be rubbed of very easily. On the other hand, it is almost iu:ossib1e to 

remove a thin film of chromium from a glass substrate. Alminium, 5 whic1i readily 

forms aluminium oxide, also adheres well. However, no thin film will rid-here 

to the substrate unless the substrr.te is scrupulously clean. 	o infrtact 

photo-resist masking proce;s demands that the substrate be cleaned prior to the 

evaporation of the thin film. Selective etching is then carried- out by making 

in various chemical compounds and the substrate under:oes a fair 'rnouiit of 

hancUin.g and reat care has to be exercised, if additional clr.nin prior to 

further evaporations is to be avoided. Clean room' facilities 'crc not 

available during the experimental work, and it was thought desirable to 

rduco the handling and chemical processing of the substrate to a minimum. 

It was thus decided to use out of contact masking entirely. In addition, 

this adds a certain uniformity to the process of fcbricatin a thin film 

transistor and certainly allows the different layers to be evaporated in any 

order desired, 
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The problem of obtaining a suitable masking material remained. Brass foil was 

readily available in many thicknesses with a minimum of 1 mil and its easiness 

to etch chemically made it attractive. The high vapour pressure of the zinc 

proportion in brass does not recommend it for use in high vacuum systems, 

particularly if elevated temperatures are required. As the vacuum system 

available in this laboratory only attained at best 10 
-6 torr and the vapour 

pressure of zinc at 3500C  is 10
-10  torr, the use of brass as a masking material 

was not excluded initially. However, two other properties made its uso 

impossible. Firstly, brass reacts chemically with cadmium sulphide, and 

secondly, it crinkles very easily, so that close contact with a sub:trate is 

not possible. A sharply delineated pattern of the evaporated film cannot 

then be obtained. 

The most suitable material was found to be mild steel feeler strip. rhis can 

be readily obtained in a number of thicknesses with a minimum of 1 all, but 

unfortunately is only available at a fixed length and breadth of 12 ins, and. 

0.5 in. respectively. bhile this length was adequate, the breadth was 

rather narrow and did not mask completely the 3cm x 2cm borosilicate çlass 

substrate. Apart from a tendency to rust if left exposed to the atmosphere, 

the feeler strip was very easy to etch, had n, smooth surface arid dicl not 

crinkle. 

Ordinary printed circuit techniques were used to make the masks. :t is 

necessary to make a drawing of the pattern to a printed scale, phobo;raph it 

and reduce it in size to produce a% negative of the exact dimensions of the 

mask. The foil is placed on a platform, wetted with a small quantity of 
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photo-resist and spun to produce a uniformly thick layer of photo-resist. 

The required pattern is now produce -'- by first exposing the photo-resist 

through the negative to ultra-violet liht. It is important thr't the 

negative and the coated foil should be in intimate contact with one another. 

This is best ensured by using a vacuum printing frame with a shoot of glass 

on '.hich the negative and foil are placed. A flexible membrane is plr.cod over 

the negative and foil, and the air between the plate and membrane is removed 

by vacuum pumping, causing the membrane to exert a uniform pressure over the 

glass plate. After developing the exposed resist, the foil can be etched by 

gentle brushing with ferric chloride or warm dilute nitric acid.. Care should 

be taken to place the emul4o4i piae 	,thnaive next to the resist, 

otherwise the ultra-violet light is scattered behind the emulsion. This is 

usually of little consequence when making printed circuit boards, bu is 

certainly detrimental to the formation of masks containing lines a few rails 

wide. 

To illustrate the technique, Figure 2.11 choirs the negative used o form the 

masks for the evaporation of a coplanar thin film transistor. During the 

evaporation, 	fine wire was placed in position rnid.v:ay across mask (a to 

provide the separation between the sour: end drain cicctroCos. In fact, 

the structure in Figure 2.11 i-ins the one finally chosen for the thin film 

transistor, with the evaporations being performed in the order listed. This 

is the coplanar electrode structure. The choice of configuratien was 

dictated to a large extent by the evaporation difficulties associated with 

the cadmium sulphide film. 
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- - 	 - 

A 0 

(a) 	(b) 	(c) 

Figure 2.11 Photographic negative used to form masks (a) source-drain electrodes 
(b) insulator (c)  gate electrode. 
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2.6 CONS]IERTION OF TFT COTFICUYLTION. 

Cadmium sulphide tends to dissociate readily when heated. The vapour pressures 

of the constituents differ greatly, and this results in the formation of lo'. 

resitivity cadmium rich films. it is sufficient at the moment to say that 

careful evaporation of cadmium sulphido in a separate system ie required, and 

post evaporation heat treatment in an inert atmosphere is generally necessary 

to improve the stoichiometry of the films. These processes nil be dc-;cribod 

in a later chapter. Furthc::'moro, gold, which normally forms a blocking contact 

with cadmium sulphide, may be used to inject electrons under cortnin col ditions, 

viz. whoa it is deposited beneath the cadmium suiphido. Hencc in some TF1' 

confijurations, gold in addition to aluminium is available for an oheic 

contcL. 	ith these facts in mind and with reference to Table 1 coa;idor 

no , : in turn the four different confiurations as shown in Figure 2. and 

Figure 2.7. 

1. The S tagerod Electrode Structure 

As the cadmium sulphide has to be deposited in a separate syton, the 

evaporation sequence must be interrupted after evaporating the souice end 

drain coitacts on to the substrate. This exposure of the system to the 

atmosphere followed by a heat treatment process for the cadmium suiphido 

makue it ina.visable to use aluminium as an injecting contact, oriin to it; 

readiness to oxidize. The use of gold also presents a difficuly in that it 

does not adhoro strongly to glass. It is necessary to first c'roci :e under-

lay  of chromium. To ensure a sharply defined narrow gap between the source 
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STAC-CERED TFT STRUCTURE 

Step Semiconductor evaporator External processi% Precision mask evaporator 

I 

2 	Semiconductor deposition 

3 

4. 

5 

Semiconductor 
heat treatment 

S - D evaporation 

Insulator deposition 

Gate evaporation 

COPLANAR TFT STRUCTURE 

stePj Semiconductor evaporator External processing Precision mask evaporator 

I I Semiconductor deposition 

2 	 Semiconductor 
heat treatment 

3 	 S - D evaporation 

I Insulator deposition 

5 	 sate evaporation 

Table 2.1. Fabrication procedure for making the two main types of thin 
film transistor, 
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and drain, a doubin evaporation suce as this should be aVO1.LJ. -Jr .j 

removed the substrate to deposit and heat treat the c, ,--  mium suiphido, it is 

necessary to realign the mask changing system to ensure that th. :te electrode 

is evaporated directly over the source-drain gap. In addition, ;he r'facc of 

the cadmium sulphide can easily be damaged during the renlignieont. 

The Inverted  taggerod Electrode Structure. 

This unit has the fabrication difficulties of the staggered elctrodc structure. 

Furthrmoro, the source-drain region is exposed to the atmosphere and would. 

certainly require encapsulation. This would alter the surface pot - . ìitial of 

the cadmium sulphide within the source-drain region and add another parmetor 

to be considered in any assesmont of the performance of the duvicr 

ThcCopjanarEle ctrod.o S tructuro. 

In this confiuration, the cadmium sulphide may be deposited and he .t treated 

without h:in:. to consider the effect on th; other layers. :l  co, s.nce the 

seeuno-. 	ranorations Ic not brohen It - nan th formation of the source and 

drain electrodes and the gate electrode, no critical realignment of the mr-sldng 

system is necessary. apart from the evaporation of cadmium sulpiicic, the 

transistor can 	rormed during one pump down of the vacuum systci. The 

fabrication procos is snp10 and straig 	a htforwrd. 

2he Inverted Coplanar Electrode Structure. 

This unit hoc the advantages in fabrication of the coplanar conftjuratioxi. 

However, the fact that the final evaporation is the cadmium layer, ducs mean 
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that 11 the previously dopozitei laycr, i.e. the complete tr'nai or, ro 

niso subjected to ho.t troatmon;. 

It is obvious that there is a tochnolo4cal advantago in the use of h 

coplanar ciectrode structure, and that it lies in th3 fact tha -  th.. cmium 

sulphide loposition and procos3in' can be done prior to the layinr dom of 

the electrodes. Ho.rovor, the use of a different semiconductor, eloiiontal 

rather han compound, would require a reappraisal of the fabricio!1 

difficulties involved in the various configurations. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

THEORY OF Th1' THIN FILM TRANSISTOR. 

3.1 THE GRADUAL APPROXLiJTION. 

As described by Shockley, the unipolar field effect transistor utilizes the 

depletion region of a reverse biased p-n junction to control the effective 

cross-section, and hence the conductance, of a bar of semiconductor material, 

Figure 2.. Shockley was able to derive an expression describing the static 

current voltage characteristic by relating the conductance of the channel to 

the reverse bias voltage. To do this, he used what has come to be known as 

the "gradual approximation". 

Consider the situation in Figure 2./p when no current flows. If V represents 

the potential, E the electric field and y the distance from the centre of 

the p-layer, then 

2 dv 	___ 
- 

where p(y) is the charge dcnsity. The depletion layer extends to y = b and 

therefore 1i = o for y < b. Near y = b the charge density changes from 

P = 0 to p = Po 
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ia = - 	for y>b 

	

dy 	C O C I  

and - t) 
Cleo

=  - 

Since the n-region is heavily doped, the reverse bias voltao may be considered 

to occur wholly across the p-region. Thus, 

V = — fEydY 

	

- P0 	
- b)dy - c o1  

Po 
= Toe - b) 2  - ( a b) 2 ] 

Where the constant of integration has been chosen to make V = 0 then y = a, 

corresponding to grounding the n-region. The potential at y = b, the reverse 

bias, is 

V(b) Po  

	

= 
- 20c1 	- b) 2  

Shockloy used 7, a positive quantity, to rprosent the reverse bias, giving 

Pc 

	

w 	2c0c1 	- b) 2  

	

2 	2 
p0a ( - 

 - 2€0e1\ 
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When b = 0, the depletion rog:on extends completely across the p-rc:.on. The 

magnitude of the reverse bias required for this situation is 

p 0 a 2  

= 2c o c 

Equation 3.1 can be written in the form 

2 

W = (i - 
	

we 	 (3.%a) 
a) 

W0  is the voltae required to reduce the channel to zero and so p ilCil off the 

conducting path. 	uation 3.1 relates the channel thickness to the :'cverse 

bias and the pinch-off voltage. 

hen the current flows in the x-direction in the channel, an eloctrLc field 

with a component EX  must be present. The potential thanes n1on thc channel 

and hence the reverse voltage between the channel and the -re on vrios 

As a r'sult, the channel width varies with x. Conequent1y, 

diT 
= - 	0 

dx 

ev and in the eneral case = will not vanish. In such circumsnccs the reverse 

bias, I, cannot be expressed as a function of the channel widt, b, alone and 

in calculating the relationship between ET and b it is necessary to consider a 

dE 
two-dimensional Poissons equation, including - 	. However, if -- is smr1l 

compared to Po  an approximation may be made by using the one- imns:.onal case e 0 c 
which was derived for zero current;, ard ooxasidoring the electric field, in the depletion 
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ro;ion to be entirely transverse in direction. The approximation IL5 valid 

when conditions change graaually along the channel, hence the term :i 1..dual 

approximation. 

For the gradual case, the conductance of the channel can be calculated by 

ranking use of Equation 31a. 

b 	b(w) = 	-7w.  )' la 

If a-  is the conductivity, the conductanco per unit square of a layer 21i thick is 

g(W) = 2U-b(W) 

Iw\ or 	 g(W) = 2cr{1 - 

The current, I, in the device can be calculated from 

I = g(W)- 
dx 

If the values of at the source and drain arc 	and W and L is their separation 

WD 
I = g(W)dW fSS  

Shockley has pointed out that this is the basic equation for a field effect 

device within the terms of the gradual approximation, and can be used to 

describe structures other than Figure 2.1 k , provided an appropriate g( 	can 

be derived. 
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3.2  ANALYSIS DUE TO  BOPJ(PJ\J AND li.73LAAR. 

A similar approximation has boon applied in the theoretical analysis of 

insulated.-.gato field effect trnnistors, both }OS and thin film typos. In 

these cases, if the channel Length is several times longer thrn the thickness 

of the insulating layer and the drain voltage is of the s :-,me order of magnitude 

as the gate voltage, the electric field in the insulating layer is approximately 

transverse in direction. The following analysis of the thin film transistor 

2L] 
ha been suggested by Borkan and Weimer r L 	and, as mentioned by those authors, 

is based on unpublished work of A. Many. In a sense, the analysi follows 

Shockloy's technique and, implicitly, an expression for g(W) is dcrivd and 

used in the equation 

if dx = 19(W)dW 

to obtain the drain characteristics. 

In this analysis, a homogenous layer of 	of thicknc, h, as 

uhovrn in Figure 3.1 	is assumed. The gap botuccn the source and drain 

electrodes provides an active region of length, L, and a width, W. The gate 

electrode is a narrow metal strip having a width equal to the channel length 

and is spaced from the semiconductor by an insulating layer of ticknorn, t. 

Two simplifying assumptions arc made: 

I • The gate capacitance is a constant independent of the gate voltage. 

2. The mobility of the carriers throughout the conduotinç channel is a 

constant independent of the gate voltage over the useful operating 

range of the device. 
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Let the c pai ancc across the insulator be C a • .Dhe potentials applied to the 

gate and drain electrodes relative to the source electrode are VI.  and. Vand 
U 

the potential of the semiconductor n. -'U-  an arbitrary point, x, measured from the 

source electrode is given by V(x). 	ith AN(x) charges per unit area impressed 

on the gate electrode, an equal number of charges of q coulombs per charge is 

inducea in the semiconductor. The charge induced per unit area in the channel 

region by application of a gate voltage V g  is given by 

qN(x) - 
	 1V - V(X) ] 	 ( 3.2) 

- wL'- g 

Nov; let 	= effective drift mobility. 

= electric field betieen source and drain. 

N 0  = the total number of charges initially present in the gap region 

of the semiconductor. 

N 0  is positive for a depletion type unit having an initial excess of donor-

typo states and negative for an enhancement typeunit having an initial excess 

of unfilled traps or acceptor-type states. The valuc of N 0  is a function of 

the volume density of donors and acceptors as viell as the thickness of the 

semiconductor. The drift velocity, Ar , of an electron is related to the 

electric field.. 

Ira = [LE 

Henc the current density, J, can be written as 

J = 	Jd 

The drain current may be calculated by summing the contribution from the 
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initir1ij nrcont chrrgo r.n. fto inucd cirro. 	Thus tho 	otJ 	currcnt 

m.y be 
cl 

oxpressed by 

qw 0  
= 	vi-r-  i1.dEx + qwtN(x)E 

= w11a qN0 [-T. + qLN(x)jE 	 (3.3) 

Combini% oquations 3.2 rind 3.3 

qN0 
+ 	 - v(x))JEx = wd[ 	wL" g 

= clNo 
 + Vg - L C 

- 	 r 

	

IddX 	L Idg Log To + Vg  - V(x)]dV(x) 

	

/.LdCp. 	d. qN 0  

	

Id  IxL 

f 	
[ 	+ Vg  - V(x)]dV(x) 

0 

Hence 	

Cg qN0V(x) + VgV(x) - 2 
	0 

V(x) 2 V 

	

IdL 	
L 

..e
/1dCg[(qN + 

Vg)Va - --- :i 	 (3.4) 
L2 	Cg  
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The -term qN 
	

in Equation 3.4 nay be roDlacccl by a voltage -v , : horo V is 
g 	 0 	 0 

the gate voltage required. for the onset of drain current. For an n-typo 

semiconductor, V is positive for an enhancement type unit and negative for a 

depiction type unit. The oxpre::;nion for the drain current becomc 

IT 2  
= /-L dCg 	- Vo)V - 

	
( 3.5) 

This equation relates the drain current to both the drain and gate voltages. 

The resulting characteristics calculated from the equation arc siom in Figure 

3.2. Figure 3.4 is valid for 	C1 < V-V0  up to the knee of the I versus 

V 1  characteristic, the point where the slope is zero. Beyond the knee the 

current is assumed to be substantially constant as predicted by iocklcy for 

the unipolar field effect transistor. 

It was suggested by Weimer that the main operating mochaniam In the thin film 

transistoijias the formation of a conducting channel by field (. , f -  :'cc:, in the 

semiconductor adjacent to the under-surface of the insulator. To test his 

proposal, Weimer compared -theoretically predicted properties of tho drain 

characteristic with experimentally determined properties. In particular, the 

maximum drain current at the knee can be determined from Equation 3.5. This 

occurs when 

V 	Vg _V0  

and. so  

Id 	= 	
Cl (max) 	2L2 9  
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Hence there is a square law relationship between the saturated dra.n current 

and the effective gate voltage. c-ood agreement was found for this and other 

properties, notably the output conductivity and the trans conducthice ioloi: the 

knee, and thus good evidence was provided, for Jeirner' s proposal th the 

operation of the 77 is similar to that of the convenional field effect 

transistor in that the observed characteristics 	from inodilation of the 

conductivity of a channel connecting the source and drain electrodes. 

In their analysis, Borkan and 7eimer have assumed the gate capacitancn C to 

remain constant. Measurements [2 5] have been made on coplanar thin film 

transistors of the variation of gate capacitance with gate volt --:o and it has 

been found that for both source and drain at ground potential the capacitance 

increases and levels off with gate voltage, but when the drain is positive, as 

it would be in normal operation, the capacitance reaches a meirnum acer the 

value of gate voltage required for the onset of drain current. The gate 

capacitance thus changes according to the variation of the thichness of the 

space charte region. At high drain voltages, the major portion o the 

capacitance appears between the gate and source. 

661 
Neu$ark 	has considered the case when all the voltage apnliccl to t;e gate 

electrode does not fall across the insulating layer but extents into depletion 

regions. In the theory the capacitances of the insulating layer an the depleted 

part of the semiconductor are included and the approach given by Borkan and 

Jeimer is followed. The theory is again only valid at most up to the pinch- 

off point. Furthermore, as there are no depleted regions in the thin film 

transistor below the pinch-off point, the theory does little to frthcr the 

descristion of its operation. 
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The second assumption made in the Borkan-Jeimer analysiB - 'Ghat -  the mobility 

of the carriers in the conducting channel was constant and independent of the 

gate voltage - has also been invcstigaieL L 
2  ] Using the c::prosion for 

drain current, flquation 3.5, the mutual conductance below pinch-off can be 

obtained by differentiating with respect to 	Thus, 

- old - bLrCgVd 
grn - 	- 

OVa 	L2  
(3.6 

If the g and the device dimensions are knovrn, it is possible Lo Jerivo an 

effective mobility from Equation 3.6. It is found that the mobili 1 	Terived 

in this way yield values considerably greater than those normally obtained for 

polycrstn1linc films, and in fact tend to approach the value for a single 

crystal. This is remarkable when one considers that no allowance has been 

made for electron trapping or for the decrease in the surface mobility as the 

surface channel narrows. 

The carrier mobility in the surface channel is thought to alter in cevoral 

ways in the presence of a transverse field. As impurity or trap sLrJ;cs become 

occupied, their electrical charge change3 and hence their scatterini cross 

section changes. The mobility of free carriers decreases when an eloctrica 1 l 

neutral trapping site is filled. On the other hand, if the impurity site 

becomes electrically neutral when filled, then the free carrier obility will 

decrease. In addition, the carrier mobility can vary because of changes in 

the heigliL of the inter-crystalline potential barriers. eimcr has found 

devices in which both the drift arid the Hall mobility are functions of the 

gate bias [ 
2 
 ] and I;sic [27] has reported eases where the efoetiV0 nobilitT 

is a function of both bias and frequency. 
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The mobility of carriers in a surface channel has been of interest for some 

time and Bchr.ioffor 	has calculatcd the mobility Af olcctronn in .urface 

space charge layers, and has found that the electron mobilit- in an n-type 

channel should decrease with increasing surface potential. Th fact, e;:p crime ntal 

work on single crystals of germanium 	shorn the surface ;obility to 

decrease with surface potential as prodicteJ. The variation of carrier mobility 

with gate voltage in a thin film transistor appears to ho at variance vi± 

those results. A single crystal was used in the case of the gcniianium vhcrecs 

a polycrystalline film was used to fabricate the transistor. By making use of 

this fact, 7eimer [29] was able to explain the mobility variation as a function 

r 3ei 
of surface potntial by using the polycrystalline inhomogcnous fillm model 

This model considers the film to be a matrix of hirh_and bc-resistivity 

regions between which potontial barriers exist. The theory accouns for the 

increase in the effective mobility by the suwnrossion of interoxystallinc 

potential barriers by the increased surface potential. 

It is clear that the single field effect theory proposed. by Borhan and ' elmer 

is able to provide (as far as it(,cos - o the pinch-off point an insiLt 

into the physical proces;;oc involved in tho oporation of th ;hi.. f: 

transistor, hright bJ, among others, has taken the theory bcyoad. this 

point and into the saturation region 

3 .AN.kLYSIS OF THE hURFI.CE CHANNEL DIELECTRIC TRIOD. 

In his analysis of his surface channel dielectric triode, which is moro 

commonly knovm as tho Insulated Cate Field Effect Transistor ( IiT:;T),  :riGl1t 
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distinguished between a source region where the gradual approxiLlation was valid 

and a drain region, in which a longitudinally directed electric field existed, 

and a space charge limited current flowed. !"right's approach anC the operating 

mechanisms of the device can best be understood by referring to Tigurc 3.3. 

Figure 3.3 is essentially the configuration of the coplanar thin film transistor. 

The source and drain electrodes are on the surface of the semiconclucting layer 

and separated from the gate by an insulating layer. The electrostatic field 

pattern in the device is shown for V > v, in the absence of space cha':c. 

This portrays Jrigiit's idea of a division into source and drain regions. The 

potential difference across the insulating layer at the source in ±11 and at 

the drain (v -v ). since V > V there is some intermediate woint between g 	 - 

the source and drain at which the potential across the insulatoi is zero. Jot 

this be at the point x = ci. The region to the left of this point i: influenced 

by the gate potential while that to the right is influenced by the drain 

potential. This point, then, marks the end of the source reioi niV The 

beginning of the drain region. 

7hen current flows in the semiconducting layer, lines of force from tlio gate 

electrode terminate in the space charge layer which exists between the source 

and drain. The forces existing in the space charge layer are due to electric 

fields and to electron concentration gradients. In the y-direction, tie 

electric field E y which acts across the insulator produces cm drift force which 

moves electrons towards the interface between the insulator and semiconductor. 

The electron density increases at time interface until the drift force duo to 

is balanced by the diffusion forces originating from the concomrLratiom 
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Fig. 3.3 Wrights Co-planar T.F.T. structure. The 
electrostatic field configuration in the 
absence of space charge is shown in (a) 
for VD Vg 
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gradient of the electrons. In the x-diroctioll the electric field d 

produced in the source region by the potential difference V :h:Lch o: ts 

along this region and in the drain region by the potential difforoicc (vD_V) 

which exists along this region. The charge hold in the space-chare layer 

varies from a maximum at the source to smaller values on proceeding towards 

the drain. However, the current is a constant at all points 1i.ticcn thoee 

electrod.e3 and so the field 71j must increase on proceeding towar(ls the d.rnir 

The model used by Wright in his analysis is shown in Figure 3.). and contains 

simplifying assumptions. The space-charge layer is as3umed to have a uaifor:a 

charge density in the y-direction and also to be of uniform thickness throughou ;. 

The essential features of the device do not appear to be changed by making 

these simplifications. In terms of this model, Wright divided the space-char 

in the conducting channel into two components; one in which the lin of force-

emanating from the gate electrode terminate and the other in which the lines 

of force from the drain electrode terminate. 

Let N be th charge density for the former and n be the charge dinsity thich 

	

produces divergence of the field 	in the drain region. At a ditnnc x from 

the source the potential in the space charge region is V. Than the c1iarg hold 

ii this layer by the electrostatic action of the gate is 

	

qI'th = DCEW = 	- V) /t 	 (3.6a) 

where 't' is the thickness of the insulator and 'h' is the thicJ:nesr of the 

space-charge layer. 

T6 
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The divergence of the field 7  is given by 

- 	 (3.7) dx - - 

E 	and C 2  are the dielectric constants of the insulating an]. se:iiconducting 

layers respectively. 

The curcnt is carried, by the total space-charge and is given by 

J = qJi.(N±n)E 

is th mobility of the electron in the semiconductor. 

From the Equation 3.6 

N = oE1(Vg - V) /qht 

and from 'flountion 3.7 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

= _& . = & 	 (3) 
qdx 	qdx 

substitution of 2quation 3.9 and ]quation 3.10 into Equation 3. ;ivos 

C1 C12V dV 
—J 	= çI2[(Vg 	v) + C 2  (3.11) 

dx  

This is the basic equation describing the operation of the device. It can be 

integrated to yield an expression which describes the longitudinal field in 

the channel. Thus, 

2Jx C I V  

() - (-:)x=O - - v) (3.12) 
Eht9 
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It is not possible to carry out any further ineation of this cu'.tion. 

Howevcr, ?riht was able to obtain a description of transistor operation from 

it by applying it in turn to the source and drain regions of tho conducting 

channel, and no -lcctinr,  the appropriate terms. 
Ij 

Firstly, consider the source region of the transistor. In this ro ;icn 	is 

of the order 	and fl is of the order 	. The insulatinG layer is much 
d. 	 h 

thinner than the source to drain spacing. Thus E << E and the terms on 

the left hand side of Equation 3.12 can be neglected as each is sn:'ilor than 

either term on the right hand side. 

Therefore, quation 3.12 can be written as: 

21x -V 
.c i-Lw - 
	( 2Vg  - v) 

0 I' 

(3.13) 

Whore i = —Iwh )  'w' is the width of the channel and 'i' is th actual curri 

between source and drain. This equation is valid in the source region where 

the condition L >> E is satisfied. At the end of the sourcn r r;ion 
y 	x 	 y 

decreases to zero, near x = d, and E becomes greater than T •  If 	is 

assumed to be constant in the source region, then 

(Ey)o - 	a 
- 

where d1  is the point at which l y 
	x 
= E • Then 

(a - 	 d
E  xa') 	 (3.14) 

=  x=O 
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is the very short distance over which E < P, X 
 . Tquation 3.1!:. is valid up to 

x = d1 , where (d. - d 
1  ) << d. In 1quation 3.14 itself, the cliffcrciice between 

d and d1  may be reglected and. the current given by 

i =wVg2 	
(3.15) 

2 td 

rright described the conditions within the source region furth' by deriving 

expressions for the potential electric field anc'L the charge doisit:;. T1ic 

potential can be obtained, using E.quation 3.15 and Equati"n 3.13. 

Hence, 

V = V9  [1[1_p] 
	

(3.16) 

rho variation of E follows directly from 7quation 3.16 by differentating 

with respect to x, giving 

L - - --(1-Y - 	2d 	d 
(3.17 ' 

'xpressions for the charge densities, N mid n, can be obtaincd froi ouation 3.6a 

and Equation 5.7 respectively. Thus, 

N =V9(1  



ii 

- /2 
n 

= 062Vg 

4qd (1 

 - 
2 (3.19) 
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The drain region, where x >= d, can be treated in a similar nnn;c:' 1i: mJin; 

appropriate approximations in Equation 3.12. For d 	x 	D. where D is the 

source to drain spacing, N = 0, and the last term on the right hand nid.o of the 

equation can be neglected. In this way right obtained the expr:ssion 

E 2  — E  d2 = — 2--J  (x — d)
C 20 	 (3.20) 

where T, is the electric field at the point x = ci in the conduci! :hnne1. 

cannot be given an exact value because the description of th nouic reioi 

is not valid right up to the pinch-off point. Consequently, it is difficult 

to link the solutions in the sourci and drain regions. 	riht has coeptcd 

the drain region as one of high field in the x-direction and, by n;iccting 

E d in Equation 3.20, obtained 

Lx = v'K: j)  v g 	 (3.21) 

Equation 3.21 can be used to obtain expressions for the electr*c ntc:nial and 

charge density. Thus, 

3/ 

V 	 (3.22) = (.L)4 2htd( V - Vg 	
X - d 2  

3 h+d\ 'J 	g  
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and 

= 	_/E 1 	- 

	

2Qhtdc 	htd) 	
(3.23) 

By assignirr.: values which suitably describe a cadmium si ilphiJ ITJ? 16o 	various 

parameters —e oubooript to 44ivo 3.5 	and using the relevant-  enpre ,Lions 

whici characterise the source and drain regions, .'right deduced the current 

voltage characteristic for the transistor. Thus if the drain voltage does not 

exceed the gate voltage, then the source region extends over bhn 	1rlcto 

distance between source and drain, and in this case 

çEH/2W 
1 	2tD (2Vg - VD) VD

(3.24) 

On the other hand, if the drain exceeds the gate voltage 

C I  /1WVg 2  

2td. 	
(3.25) I 

Equation 3.25 is valid in the source region up to the point x = d whore V = 

By substituting for VD and V in Equation 3.21, Wright obtainen a value for d, 

and hence from Tquation 3.25 the current for a given value of V and VD.  In 

this way, iright obtained the characteristic shown in Figure 3.5. 

rins1ow 
[32]  used the same ap-roach as Wright and likewise obtained the basic 
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equation 

dV[i 	 d2V 

= 	
(Vg 	v) + 6.2 

No atemp' was made to solve this equation analytically but a iiuoricri rolu 

obtained. The dimensionless variablo ='sT/v and 0 = vcJuced to 

give the dimensionless equatioii  

+ K1(g - fl = K2 	 (3.26) 

where 

Vg  
cbg = 
 Vn 

K = 
I 	 6. 2ht 

K 	
JD  

2 - 
	 2 

The boundary conditions which must be satisfied are 

= 0 	at 	0 = 0 

cf - 0 	at 	0 = 0 

çS = 1 	at 	0 = 1 

Condition (2) expresses the ohmic quality of the source elect: ode. 	quation 

3.26 is a secowa order differential equation on which Vireo boimcIaij oon0i1nn% 

are impressed. ;inslow solved the equation by assigning a val.o to K 1  and 
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determined K 7  for several values of O g  • The drain characcerist::r eb 

in this wa agreed well with Wtt ,,er t s experimental characterir;ic. 

In all types of field effect transistor the transport mechc'.niin iii tie saturation 

range is not well understood, and in actual devices, complete current saturation 

does not occur. In Shockley's theory the channel resistance appears to reach 

a finite value, at the pinch-off point, and any further increase in drain 

voltage falls acrosr the pinch-off region. A rough estimate of the length of 

the high resistance pinch-off region as a function of the drain voltage was made 

and, consequently, an idea of the channel length was obtained. A slow variation 

in the channel length with drain voltage occurs and therefore, the I-V 

characteristics of the transistor show a very small slope beyond pinch-off. In 

this way the high but finite output resistance was accounted for. 

Several other arguments have been put forward to explain the cur'cnt saturation 

phenomena. Crrosvalet et.al.
'L331  proposed that the saturation current, again 

in th junction gate typo of field effect transistor, was due to the lirni ing 

drift. velocity at high fields. However, this model is useful only Tor short 

channels, the width of which is equal to or is the same order of magnitude as 

the length. It fails to account for the current saturation effect 	long 

thin channels. The field dependent mobility model was applied to hc insulated 

gate transistor by Root and Vodasz 	but the I-V character's -'6:'c vried from 

the observed. Hofstein and Heinman 351  have related the saturation resistance 

to the capacitance from the drain to the source region of the chennel through 
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the substrate to channel depletion region. Hence, the output rostntanco 

bcomes dependent on the induced, charge in the channel from the substrate side 

I 7t1 
of the device. Johnson °' approached the problem in an entirely different 

way. He has shown that a uniform distribution of donors in thc 3cmiconc1uctor, 

which is only partly ionized, can lead to devices which fail to 	tunnte. The 

saturation region corresponds to the ionization of donors at d.epo:L' lying levels. 

Complete saturation would only occur when all the donors were ionized. This 

would rnquire large drain voltages, and, in practice, breakdown of t'n device 

would occur before complete saLuration was attained. 

Apart from the work of Johnson, which was applied to the thin film transistor, 

attention has been focussed mainly on the saturation phenomena in i.IO transistors. 

There are several features of this transistor which have no counterpart in the 

thin film transistor; for example, the substrate underlying the ch"nael and 

separated from it by a depletion layer is a conductor, or at le'at a semiconductor 

and the p—n depletion layer at the drain changes in thickness ii h d.rndn voltage 

and interacts with the channel. A discussion of current saturation in au 1I05 

transistor involves the inclusion of features which are not present in a thin 

fiLe transistor, and so a direct comparision is not possible. 

eurst 	, while realizing that current saturation may Cepcnd on the physical 

properties of the device, such as field dependent mobility and partially ionized 

donors in the semiconductor, has sug'ested that the geometrical configuration 

of the electrodes may also be of importance. Geurst has formulated a sophisticat' 

mathematical theory for a double gate field device and he has L1O\in that current 

saturation in this device is dependent on the ratio of insulator th:.ckness to 

source and drain separation. 
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The model used by Geurst is shown in Figure 3.. It ciffc:'s i'om 

device in that a symmetrical twin gate structure is employed. 	cve:'al assumptions 

werc made for mathematical simpliciy. The thickness of the chmnc1 in the 

model is assumed to be infinitely small. In actual devices the snniconduct:ng 

channel between the source and drain is likely to be much thin' or than th 

insulating layer. The same assumption i: made with reapect to the source and 

drain elecrodos which can be looked upon as knife-like coritcis. !'l1 electrodes 

extend to infinity. 

The current per unit width of the transistor, I, traversing t1c ca:inel from 

the source to drain is given by 

I = 0-v 
	

(3.27) 

where o-  denotes the charge per unit surface area and v represe:s the drift 

velocity of the carriers. 

Let N be the number of charge carriers originally present in ;he scmicoiet.n 

layer, and q the electronic char ,,-c. Then, if D+  and D 	rcp:':;ont the 

y-components of the displacement vector D at the upper and lovior sides of the 

channel respectively, 

N 0 q 
0 + 	= (3.28) 

Using the symmetry of the confiuration and expressing N in to-ns of voltage. 

V0  gives, 

2 

h Vo -r 
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Equation 3.28 becomes 

2 (3.29 = 	(r 	+ 	 )'
h  

Substituting 

v 	REx 
	 (3.30) 

into Equation 3.27 yields 

I = 2 	 +) E Ii 	X 

Since the longitudinal component of 	is continuous across tho chan.el, Equ 

3.31 may be written as 

+ 	)+  I 	2 	' 	
+ h 	x 3  

where the plus superscript denotc-L, the limiting value at the upper side of the 

x-axis. 

When the electric field between the gate electrodes and the serniconducin 

channel is perpendicular to the channel, Equation 3.32  may be vrriton in tL. 

following way: 

 
I = - 2j.i ?'(v9 - V( 	- v0) 

tv 
h 	 C131-1 

- 

Hero again V denotes the gate potential and V() is the potential at a point x 
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in the channel. Apart from the factor 2 which results from tc 2rc:oi1c of 

two gate electrodes, this equation is the same as that obtained by moans of 

the gradual approximation analysis, and describes what has come to be known 

as the source region. 

The situation in the drain region of the channel, where space char, c liniltod 

current occurs, is also described by Tquation 3.32. Consider the :;noral 

formula for space-charge-limited-currents, 

J = [L(&VD)Ex 	 (3.33) 

where E x is the component of the electric field parallel to thc rocion of 

motion of the charge carriers. For infinitely thin somiconductin layers, 

Equation 3.33 reduces to 

J 	2 JLD n E X  

or 

J = 2 /i€'oer'yEx 	 (3.34) 

which is the same as L'q'iation 3.32 if V 0  = 0. 

The one-dimensional case of Equation 3.33 was used by iright in his theory of 

th. thin film transistor to describe the drain region. It i :ivn by 

J = 
dx 

2 

= - - 
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G-eurst's expression for the current obviously has a greater Conerdity than 

the expressions derived and employed by either Borkan and eimci or .riht. 

G-eurst used Equation 3.32  as a nonlinear boundary condition for the olcctric 

field in the insulator region, bounded by the upper gate eloctroe, tho source 

and drain electrodes and the semiconducting channel. For givLn electrode 

voltages the current, I, is a constant at any point along the channel. The 

boundary conditions at the metal electrodes are given simply by 

E =0 
x 

The electric field has to satisfy there boundary conditions in the specified 

region. G-eurst was able to solve this nonlinear boundary value Drobloni by 

obtaining a transcendental equation involving I as a function of V , , the --ato 

voltage, and Vd,  the drain voltage. The geometric ratio occurs in the 

transcendental equation, written below, as an independent parnmotr. 

log I(' —){i 	 + 1- 

	

I 
 )— I 77L 
	 ] - 	 - 	 + LL '72= 0 	 (3.36) 

ITL 	 ?TL 

	

where X = e 2h and 	 j and 17 are dimensionless c±uanti';io cofined by 

I 
j = Acoer 

 hL (Vg  - v0 ) 2  

- 	Va 
and 	

- 	 -1  VgVo 
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This oquation was solved numerically for various values of thc ratio. h and the 

results obtained, are shown in Figure 3.7. From the results, it can be soon 

that the degree of saturation of the device is dependent on the ratio 'Ll  , small 

values of this ratios producing bettor drain current saturation. Up to drain 

Voltages near pinch-off, the chai'acterist.ics show thj parabolic siapo p'cdiced 

by .1i gradual approximation approach. 

Gourst also investigated the solution of Equation 3.36 by moans of ns 	bo bi 

methods. In this way he obtained analytical expressions for j vnlil. over 

certain raios of i and for large values of iLL. For -1 < 77 < 0 below 

pinch-off, Ceurst obtained 

in which higher order terms are omitted. It follows that 

77  2) 	as 	-'-->a) 

Substituting for j and i gives 

- 	I 	 1 + ________ 	2Vd 
- 	 - 1 

Iocr(V - v0)2 - 
	 (Vg  - 

2 	

- oi 	7 .v 0 ) 

hL 	g 

(2Vd,(V g  - v 0 ) - Vd,2 ) 
. 	 . 

hL 

which is the expression obtained by moans of the gradual approalmation. 

For 	> 0 , drain voltags above pinch-off, the asymptotic oli'io :s 
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i 	iog() + 	+ log 	) +
TIL 

Thus 	 J •-> 	as 	-> co 

Therefore, in the saturation region 

j5L€ o C j 
I = - 	-(v -V 0 ) 2  

hL 	g 

It must be kept in mindi that the above expressions for drain cur -.co vcro 

developed for a two gate structure and do not apply directly to actual r1ovice s . 

However.. 	49e have some relevance. Gourst suggested that an insighc into 

the operation of a single gate device, particularily with regard o its 

saturation proportios, could be obtained by considorin6 the total cur'ont in 

it to be duo to half the current in a symmetrical transistor . ,it' :tos, addo:t 

to half th current in a similar transistor without gates. 

For tio strucurc with no gates, th currunt may be obtained by 

tend to zero. In this way, G-ourt showed that the current is 

2 licoc l. Vã. 
I 	--- 	 (•7) 

Half of this current would flow in a conventional device an1 the 

iip-cdnnr would. be  

dI 2 Ac o c r  

dVd 	
- 
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The current contribution from the symniotricn.l transistor with 	tc3 i 

/2C0C1. 	
2 1=. - 	Vg  

2hL 

and the oitput iinputhurtt is 

- - /Le o cr 	Vg  

dVd 
- 	 2 

 (! - 

Vg 

Those contributions arc of the same order of magnitude and su;:crh hat in a 

single gate structure, although as pointed out earlier there may b other reasons 

for non saturation of current, the ratio of insulator thicknc.s to ch niel length 

should not bo ignored. In this way, G-eurst's novel approach ha 	ted 

attention to an aspect of thin film transistor operation which had 

previously ben seriously considered. 
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Th EVAPORATION OF CADMIIThI SULPH IDE FILLL. 

The properties of the Ill-V compounds resemble those of the Group IV elements 

because their atomic bonding and structures are similar. The vridths of the 

forbidden energy gaps in Ill-V compounds are greater than those of the group 

IV elements and this is attributed to the partial ionic character of the 

bonding. This trend continues in the II-VI compounds. Here, the average 

valency per atom is also L, so that covalency is likely, but the increased 

electronegativity of the group VI elements introduces considerable ionicity. 

As a rjsult II-VI compounds, such as cadmium sulphide, can be considered n.s 

semiconductors but more nearly resemble insulators. This trend reaches a 

maximum in th I-VII compounds, the alkali halides, which are normally insulators 

havin forbidden-energy gaps greater than 5eV. substances in which the 

bonding is predominantly covalent generally form crystals with either the 

zineblende structure or with one of the rolated structures, while ioso 

with predominantly ionic bonding form crystals with one of the ci.c rtructures, 

rather like the alkali halides. 

Cadmium sulphide is dimorphoric and has cubic and hexagonal forms. However, 

it normally crystallizes with the hexagonal modification of zinc si.lphde, 

wurtzite. The forbidden energy gap of cadmium sulphide is 2.45eV and pure or 

compensated crystals are essentially insulators having resistivities in the 

dark of about i0 12  ohm.cm . The dielectric constant is 11.6 and the electron 

mobility is 210 cm 2/volt  sec. [361  Because of its importance as a photoconductor 

the trap distribution E 39, 40] has been examined in some detail. 
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1 PILOPTEaT= OF CADMIUI SULPHID FIDE, . 

Cadmium sulphide thin films have been investigated by many workers  

primarily with respect to their photoconductive properties and different 

methods 	421 of preparation have been used. More recently the evaporation 

method has become the most popular, mainly due to the advent of thn thin film 

[43, 	 d. , 44] 	 i 	c3 	4-5, 6, 4. transistor 	an to the search for an acousto-elcctrc traccr. 

Unfortunately, by virtue of the dissociation of the compound on hoatin, the 

properties of the cadmium sulphide films are extremely sensitive to the 

evaporation conditions. C-oldfinger and Jeunehomme 14-81  have invortiated the 

vapour species using mass spectrometer techniques and found no evidence for 

the existanco of cadmium sulphide molecules in the vapour. Only 3eparae 

molecules of cadmium and sulphur were found.. Thus thj sensitivUy to the 

evaporation conditions can in part be understood by considering the vapour 

pressures of the elements. Table 4..1 shows the vapour pressure: for c.dmium 

and sulphur, and also the other group IV elements, selenium aiid cellurium. 

For a given temperature, cadmium has a much lower vapour prcsure han sulphur 

and so condenses more rapidly on the substrate, forming a ca'inium rich film. 

10 2  

S 	37 	55 	90 	109 	14.7 

To 242 280 323 374. 4.33 

Se 133 164 199 24.3 297 

i 	C  14.6 177 217 265 320 

Table 4..1. Vapour pressure in torr (top row) against temperature (°c). 
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Consider the effect of having an exce's of one of the constituents, i.e. cadmium, 

in a crystal. The excess cadmium atoms are thought to occupy mould. lattice 

sites. The vacant anion (sulphur) sites have an effective positive charge 

with respect to a perfect erstal and will, therefore, attract electrons, rho 

binding energy of the electrons trapped in the anion vacancy is so small that 

at room temperature electrons are released into the conduction band, producing 

an n-type material. In cadmium sulphid.e excess sulphur does no; :;-v frc'.o 

holes. This means that the vacant cation site is too far from tim valence 

band to be ionizer at room temperature. 

Various processing measures can be undertaken to reduce this evident deviation 

from stoichiometry. The diffusion of acceptor impurities into the films has 

also boon 	 It has also been shown by Gilles and Van CrJzo:tbcrho L501 

that thin films of cadmium suiphido can be recrystallized by u of an 

activator such as silver, coppo,lead or indium. Do Kierk and 11"Lolly 61  

abandoned the use of cadmium suiphido povidor alone as a source material and 

overcame the lack of stoichiomotry by evaporating simultanooucl:T OithCL 

cadmium sulphide and sulphur, to fill the sulphur vacancies, or cadmium and 

sulphur from separately controlled sources. Both methods wore found to be 

succesful althouh the latter combination yielded more reproducible results. 

These methods have come to be referred to as "co-evaporation'. Uoviovcr, no 

matter which technique is used., the properties of the cadmium sulphido films 

are still sensitive to the evaporation conitions and the evaporation rac, 

the source temperature and the substrate temperature are among parameters 

which it is necessary to control. In this work, all films wors fcrrnc by 

evaporation of the compound alone. 
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The effect of the substrate temperatur. is very marked and governs many proportios 

of the deposited layer. This is illustrated by the fact that considerable 

colour and resistivity/can be obtained when cadmium suiphido is evaporated on 

substrates at different temperatures. Cadmium sulphide appears dr.r1: in colour 

when evaporated on a cold substrate, whereas yellow films arc obtained when the 

substrate is maintained at a temperature above 150°C.  The co:rospondin 

rosstiviies for these films are 10-1 	6 
to 10 ohm-cm approximaol,-. 

significant increase in crystallite size is al5o noted with incr. asii bouporaturo. 

This was clearly shom by Bergor et.al. 151  by using carbon replica techniques 

in electron microscopy studies of thin films of cadmium suiphiJo, and also 

cadmium selenide • Shalicross 	- obtained similar results 	a s 	of 

cadmium solenide. His films were amorphous on room temperature subotratcs but 

consisted of crystals up to 2 microns in size when deposited at 3)0 0C. 

Hall of cot measurements on films have boon made by several workers 17, 531 and 

have shown the electron mobility to be of the order of 1 cm 
2
/volt.soc. 

Recrystallization increases the mobility by an order of magnitude but it is 

remains much smaller then the bulk crystal value. The mobility and carrier 

density have boon found to increase with temperature, showing an approximately 

oporimontal dependence on 	. This increase in mobility ccn he eaplained in 

terms of barriers arising from inhomogonitics within the films, using the 

model proposed by Pctritz [30],  and suggests that the low mobili is larely 

due to defects, e.g. poin: defects, dislocations, internal surfaces within 

the films. 

The deposition of cadmium sulphide has generally been on non-orientated. 
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substrato, viz. class, c'JLthouh more recently studios of oi'ial rovith 

have been initiated. Ag;;arwal and Coswarii 	have depositoc 1  cadmium suiph 

epitaxially on rock salt and the author has rportod on epitaxi:'.l fornation on 

1 
mica '55]  • 

4.2 T7CIDTIOU7 FOR ThVESTIG-ATION OF CRYSTAL STRUCTLUPJ. 

Conventional methods can be employed for observing the extant and n.ur; of 

crystal growth in thin films,X_ray examination, electron clifr;.ction,eloctron 

microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy. 	511 Rofloctio' loctron 

diffraction is particularly suitable for examining the near nurfc.. structure. 

In many cases optical examination alone shous no evidence of crstal si.ructure 

and in isotropic crystals only structures such as cloavafe plano' and. crystal 

boundaries can be observed. In particular, cubic compounds ar; no amenable 

to optical observations of their recrystallization. In hexagonal compounds, 

such a; cadiiium sulphidc, crystalline areas, if they are suffici;u bly large 

in area, can be distinguished from the amorphous regions under polarized 

transmitted light, except the (000i) piano v.-here such crystals are isotropic. 

The evaluation of itch pits has also been employed in the study of cistal 

structures and phosphoric acid has been used to etch cadmium suiphiCc. No 

serious attempt was made to use this technique. 

4.3 	UBS TT,.AT7.  CLMNING PROCTDURE. 

It has been pointed out that the substrate can have a profound uffeb on the 
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I 	ustrate ieaitir: an. 	ap)ara, U31, is-prcpy 	coIi1 
vapour. 
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nucleation and g:owth of an evaporated, film. Quito apart from the thfiuonco 

of the crystalline structure of the substrate, the presence of dIH. on the 

surface leads to the formation of an uneven and irregular film usually with 

poor adherence to thu substrate. In such circumstances it v?oule. bc diflicult, 

if not impossible, to obtain reproducible results and a clean 'str te is a 

prerequisite in any evaporation work. 

There are many different cleaning procedures suggested in the literatwrc 

on thin fume, but basically the same process is involved in all. 21 -lis t'-kos 

the form of cleaning with a strong dotrgont, sometimes in rr ulraunic bath, 

followed by washing in a pure low boiling point solvent, usually an alcohol, 

to ensure that no precipitate remains on drying. 

Apart from the actual cleaning process, some difficulty was iütially experienced. 

in drying the substrate after cleaning. The final washing in th solvent, 

isoiropyl alcohol, invariably resulted in a dryini stain - most likelr owing 

to impurities - apcaring on the substrate. To overcome thi:, 	euUsratc 

was dried in isopropyl alcohol vapour. For this purpose, h:. 'oi 	u: shown 

in Figure 2.1 , the design of which was duo to C. Challacom1s of 	.alvcru, 

was constructed. The operation of the system depends on tho sypi1onin action 

which takes plac in the cheibor marked A. Vapour from the bollin;isopropyl 

alcohol is condonsee and allowed to run into Chamber 'A' in vihicli th substrate 

is suspended. Jhcn the liquid roaches level 'B' the syphoe operates and 

Chamber tIt  empties. A cycling action is set up and vapour is cc 	u.'lly 

swept into the chamber. In this way, it is possible to obtain a dry, stain-

free substrate. 
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Prior to washing in the alcohol the substrate was cleaned, usud.L( by rubbing 

rith cotton wool, in the detergent. It was thm placed in a solution of 

warm concnratod sulphuric acid and chromium trioxidc, rinsod in water and 

washod in isopropyl alcohol. 

A standard Edward.' s High Vacuum 197, vacuum system was used for all ca:oration 

work. The pumping unit consisted of a conventional oil diffusion pump backed 

by a rotary pump, Figure 1.2. The evaporation chamber was of 	and 1 ins 

in diameter. A liquid nitrogen cold trap in the form of a coil of copper 

tubing iras situated beneath the chamber, immediately above thu. baffle valve. 

Pressures between 10 and 10_ 6  torr could readily be obtained. usin the cold 

trap. Penning and Pirani gauges were used to measure pressur.. ',ll materials 

were evaporated upwards by resistance heating from a rotary filament holder 

which contained six svaporation points. It was thus possihl o ovanorato a 

number of different materials without exposing the system to atr.1os1ierie 

pressur . The chamber also contained a radiant heater to enable thc wails to 

be outgn.ssed.. 

4.5 V:POU?. DEPOSITION OF CADMIUM SULPHID. 

Two evaporation methods were examined and these are described.. Both methods 

contain the same underlying idea and wore attempts to contain the ce.niium 

suiphido evaporant within a small volume in order to facilitate coth'ol of 
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the evaporation parmetors. It was hoped to increase the vapou.' prcoui'e of 

the evaporant to the exclusion of impuri-bie.*rusont in the v'.ouum sirtom, and 

so obtain more stoichiometric and more reproducible films. iTho cadmium suiphido 

povmder wr.s obtained from Kochlights Laboratories, Buckinghanishiro. It Vi3 of 

5N purity, and a spectrographic anaiysis obtained from the supplic's ir listed 

below: 

Calcium I ppm 

Zinc 2 ppm 

Copper 1 ppm 

Iron 2 ppm 

Magnesium I ppm 

Lead. I ppm 

Silicon I ppm 

45.1 IrTHoD 1: KNUDSEN SOURCE. 

This method follows directly from that employed by Zuiee. soureD 

used is soier';imee rciurred to as Lhu 	Thcu 	source, 	the petuc L 	:1 

vapour doponiticn bcin; b:.set on the application of Kaudon'o La o 	ae flow 

in a tube whore the mean free path of the particles is much 1aror than the 

transverse dimensions of the tube. If the diameter of the tube is D, then the 

velocity of flow, F is given by 

D c 
3(pP). ckt 
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vzhor'_ p is the gas density, P is the gas pressure and 1 the length of the 

tube. it a given pressure and pressure gradient the volume of th. vapour 

passing through a specific cross-section is proportional o p 	incc p 

is a function of the source temperature, T, it can be varied over a uido range. 

Assuming that D, P and 	for a given system are constant, then the deposition 

rate is constant for a fed source tomporaturo. The thicknese of bh ciopoelt 

is then a linear function of time. 

A quartz tube, shown in Figure 4,3,  of 0.75 ins diameter and 	ins in lcngtl 'iJ 

closed at one end vas uniformly heated from the outside by a coil of resistance 

tape. The cadmium sulphide was placed, in a small quartz boat '.h:Lci :ns 

positioned on the indentation at the closed end of the tube. 	thc:niocoup1e 

was used, to monitor the bemporaturo of the cadmium sulphide as s"io:ii 	the 

diagram. florosilicato glase and mica (muscovite) substno:tus ':Lrc. sod and 

positioned about one diameter length from the mouth of the tube • The substrate 

temperatures worc varied from 100 °C to 2500C  'nd for this purpose a simple 

heater, consisting of a soldering iron element oanthiched bct'ooui two pieces 

of ctlumiunium, sas constructed. The substrates :ore attached to the heater by 

a spring cilo and the temperature was moni bored, by a therin000upi ci'ibe' dud in 

the alumin!um 

Figure )..4. shows a typical film obtained by this method. The annular fo'mation 

ind,ica -b03 that bho film does not have a uniform thickness and certainly 

[56] 
docroasosAto\;ard.s the edges. Zuloog 	also found this to be the case but 

was able, presumably \'zith critical positioning of substrates and acourabe 

source and substrate temperature control, to obtain films of more uiiforn 
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Fig. 4.4 Annular formation of Cadmium Sulphide film 
on glass, 
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Fi. 	-r; r'f1cctioi LTrac;ion potoraph of C± on 61as, inudseii source) 

I • -. 	, -ray fCiLotIou JiY:roct 	piio ogru.1 	C C cu 	iuoe:1 sculce 
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thickness. G-oncraliy, films ethich wore deposited slowly and at the hi:;hor 

substrate temperatures woro more yoilov; in colour, snd therefore mori 

stoichiomotric. 

X-ray diffractornetor studios of films dnposito-1. on glass sho -  er dominantly 

the (002) and higher order diffraction peaks. Reflections from th (101) and 

( 1 03) planes appear at a much lower intensity. Reflection diffraction 

photographs show a series of DebyoSchoror rings, Figure 4.6. Thus, the films 

consist of small ciystaliitcs, loss than one micron in size, mainly orie.itatcd 

with their c-recos normal to the substrate. Post evaporation treatment in the 

form of heating to 500°C for 30 minutes in an inert atmosphere of helium, 

produced films which wore more yollo': in colour but not significantly different 

in structure. 

Film deposited on mica, Figure 4.7, shon a more ordered strucbur: . The Dobye- 

cheror rings arc not complete and this suggests that the crrsball*ie:. arc 

larger. All films wore evaporated under the same conditions :nL ;hc ch:.' 0 in 

structure merely reflects the influence of the substrate. 

iThilo the stoic1iiomctij of films can be improved by this mcthc cev:oratioi, 

Sor!10 difficulty was experienced in measuring the tomporaturo o the source and 

hence in con-broiling the rate of evaporation. The cadmium suichih;, although 

it is known to evaporate at approximately 70000, appeared to cvao rate at 

temperatures as low as 600 °c. The positioning of the thermocouple was found 

to be critical and a considerable temperature gradient existed within the 

indentation within which the thermocouple was inserted. Furthermore, while it 

was not difficult to measure the actual temperature of the substrate heater, 



i zn by no :mnris curt-in tht tbc SUOstunte itself was ri bh. :Jarr omporature. 

Poor thermal contact is ]JJoly to exist between thu laso or mica.-substrate 

and the aluminium heater and temperature dllffcrences of up to 100 C degrees 

have been reported. 	It is possible to improve the thcraal contact by 

evaporating a low molting point metal backing on to the substrate. Lastlr, as 

the substrate is positioned close to the mouth of the quartz tuba, it is not 

easy to monitor or observe the formation of the film. These arc the main 

disadvantaos associated with this method. 

HLNEYTHOD. 

Lninnschweilor [58]  was able to deposit single cjstds of cadmium selonido 

of some I .5cm  diameter on mica by evaporation of the compound. fh: er;. ontial 

difference in his method lay in the high substrn.tc temperature us ,-  J.. 1 1 ho mien. 

substrate tins initially held at 200 °C when the sticking coef:iciu 	is 

sufficiently large to enable a film to form. Immediately th initial layers 

of the film formed., the substrate temperature was increased to 	ro::imatcly 

4500C. Further deposition tins allowed to teke place slowly and an cpitodal 

formation was obtained. The vapour pressures of cadmium and selenium are 

much closer in value than those of cadmium and sulphur. In such circumstances, 

opitexial rorth could reasonably be expected to occur bore readily. TIov:cvor,  

the technique was appliuci using cadmium sulphide, and using substrates of 

borosilicato vlass and mica. 

The evaporation system is shown in Figure 4.8. The tantalum baffle source 

was supplied by the AllonIonos Corporation, California. C-eThiirr, sulphido wan 
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placed in the coiapartuonts at oath end and the evaporant issue1 from the' 

funnol in the centre. The substrates vzcrc encased by a "chimney", also of 

tantalum. They vcrc placed on a loclo half 7ay dovzn the chimney Thich uas of 

similar cross-section and 15cm  in length. The cadmin sulphide source was 

placed close to the bottom of the chimney, thus forming an almo closed 

chamitoer bet.,-eon the substrate and the source. Thu chimney a. heated by 

by passing current through it and the temperature as monitored by inserting 

a thermocouple from the top and placing it near to the substrate. .ith this 

method, the temperature of the substrate could be controlled easily arid 

measured accurately. Also the chimney served both as a substrate holder and. 

heater. Attempts were made to measure the source temperate, a,ain using 

thermocouples but this proved to be difficult and to have a critical dependence 

on the positioning of the thermocouple. 

Prior to any evaporation, the chimney and. substrate vi'ero ougassed. at 500°C. 

The initial film deposit was made irith the substrate temperatir, at 	te' 

220°C. It v;as then raised to between 450oC and 500°C. The inability to control 

the source tc:merature' accurately made it necessary to monitor the formation 

of the film continuously during the evaporation and particularly during the 

initial evaporation at the loror to perature. At this stne, the film forms 

quickly and it is necessary to reduc3 the evaporation rate, i.e. cure.. 

temperature, in addition to increasing thu substrate temperature. T'ailure to 

do this results in a thick fUn forming quickly at the lover t upi'ature and 

evidence i.dll be produced later in the chapter to sho':: that the cistalline 

structure of such films is not as well ordered. This monitoring was rorform 

rathcr crudely by eye, by directing a beam of light along the chimmney hrough 
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the substrate and reflecting the transmitted light out of the chanbur. 'he 

use of "doad reckoning" procedurc.s, setting temperatures at tho same value for 

each cvaporatin, yieldod results :hich vera quite unprodictabic and 'oduced 

films varying in thickness and. colour. On occasions no films fo:mad. 

It was found that a slov evaporation rate was required to obtain li[ht-ycllov 

high resistivity films, e.g. the deposition time for a film of 3000R to 5000 

was aprroxireately 30 minutes. Tilus d os.ted on glass vera iolyciystallinc. 

X-ray cIif:raction charts (rigure L) s1iov strong (002) reftoctlons 

indicating that the crystallites were orientated vmith their c-oxos normal to 

the substrate. In some cases, relatively strong reflections occuvr.d at the 

(103) piano and the 	1 cioublet .-ms usually resolved by the (105)  reflection. 

X-ray diffraction photographs yielded a series of Debye-cherer rinry;. 

Filris deposited on mica, which vas freshly cleaned immediately prior to placing 

in the evaporation chamber, showed a high degree of orientation and an onita,dxtl 

formation. No X-ray diffractoetcr traces were taken, owing to the difficulty 

of removing th, background reflections from the rnic, but h-mg reflection 

diffraction photographs yielded a distinct pattern of spots, Fig'ur ..10. In 

order to identify complotoly th.. reflections from the cadmium suiphido films, 

an X-ray reflection diffraction photograph van tJnna of singe crrstni of 

cadmium suiphido and this is shovmn in Figure 4.11. For transmission cLotron 

diffraction studies attempts were mad to remove the cadmium sulphid film 

from the mica, but those were unsuccessful apart from one eccasion. In this 

instance, the film formed quickly and mostly at the lover temperaui'e. The 

diffraction pattern obtained is shown in Figure 4.12 and does not reveal the 

degree of pitanial formation attained in Figure 1,10. 
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Fig. d.I1 X-ray reflection diffraction photograph of a siigle ccytal of CdS. 
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It as indicated or1ier that atter:ip be have ben made by various 'orkers to 

improve the stoichioeletry of cadriiun sulphide films. 	serious effort was 

made to investigate these methods fully, but tmo of them, heating in selected 

atmospheres and heating in the presence of on activator, were considered. In 

the case of the former method dark coloured films, containing an excess of 

cadrium, which were deposited on glass, were heated in air or an inert gas 

such as argon at 500 °C for 15 minutes. 2, pronounced colour change occurred, 

each film becoming more yellow. However, no difference could be discerned in 

X-ray diffractoinoter reflections obtained before and after heatin. Following 

Q 1 Ir 
thc activator method used by Gilles and. Van Cakonbergho L) , a thin film of 

silver about 200 jl thick was evaporated on to the cadmium sulphide layer and 

baked in argon at 500C. Rocrystollization took place and this was detected 

by the X-ray diffractoineter technique. This showed a significant decrease in 

the intensity of the reflection from the (002) plane and a similar increase 

from the (103)  plane. However, the rootellic silver layer on the surface 

precludes the possibility of fabricating a thin film transistor with the 

cadmium sulphide as semiconductor. The evaporation sequence was reversed but 

no recrystallization of the cadniun sulphide took place, probably because of 

a chemical reaction occurring between the silver and the sulphur which 

interfered with the catalytic action of the silver. No further work was 

performed on recrystallization of films. 

In most cases it was found that fJios deposited on glass substrates were opaque 

and had a matted appearance. Several unsuccessful attempts were later marie to 

fabricate thin film transistors using these films and this led to an investigation 

of the fiLrn surface. The opaque mattoa appearance is duo to light being 
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sc-.tter 	t the surface, suggesting that the surfac; was not sneoth. .n 

estimate of the roughness was obtained, using the Talysurf. This revealed 

that films of some 5000 11 in thickness could have surface spikes u to 1000 

in height. 	lectron micrographs, using the carbon replica technique, were 

token and a typical surface for a glass substrate is shown in Figure 4.13. 

The crystallite structures were less than 1 micron in size. figure L.14 shows 

a surfr.ce micrograph which has boon shadowed at an angle of 15 with a gold.-

palladium alloy. The irregularities on the surface con clearly be observed 

and are calculated to be up to 1500 i l  in height. 

The epit -ocial film obtained on mica sug.ostoci that a similar formation could 

be obtained on other substrates of suitable crystalline structures. 	i:all 

sapphire slides polished on one side but unfortunately not cut in eny preferred 

direction were availablu. Films evaporated. on to these substrates, which were 

cleaned in the same way as the glass substrates, did not show an epitoxial 

growth. 	micrograph of a film surface token with the scanning electron 

microscope is shown in Figure 4.15. The crystallite structures are similar 

in size to those obtained on glass substrates. It should be added that only 

a few films were evaporated on to sapphire substrates. 

Films deposited on mica substrates were founcl to be smooth, as can be soon 

from the micrograph in Figure 4.16. The essential difference in the formation 

of those films lay in the cleaning procedure adopted.. It was thus decided to 

use ion bombardment cleaning. ..n aluminium probe ens placo1 in th lower half 

of the chimney and an ac. glow discharge as initiated usin .erçcn. ?h,2 

probe voltage was approximately 800 volts with an argon pressure of 0.15 torr. 
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Fig. 1.13 7lectron micrograph of AS film on glass (x 35,000). 
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Fig. 1410 Electron micrograph, shadowed at nngle of 450 , of Cdj film on glass 
(x 35,000). 
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Fig. . .15 	cannin' elect,-ola micrograph of Cd.S film on sapphire (x 21+,000). 

Fi;. L.15 	1ectror £nicror-raph of Cdt. film on iica (x 35,000). 
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It was difficult to restrict the discharge to within the chimney walls and 

generally breakdown occurred near the voltage feedthrough electrode. The 

duration of the discharge was 20 minutes. vaporation of the cadmium sulphide 

was then performed in the normal manner. Films deposited on glas., in this 

way were clear and exceptionally smooth, the same interference fringe colour 

frec'uently extending over the complete film. An electron micrograph of a 

smooth film is shown in Figure 4.17.  An X-ray diffraction photograph yielded 

a series of Debye-Scherrer rings. The pronounced difference in texture of the 

to cases is obvious from the colour photograph of Figure .13. 

The chimney method of evaporation overcomes the difficulty of holding and 

heating bhe substrate and permits the temperature to be measured easily. It 

also provides films of better crystal order and orientation than the first 

method. All cadmium sulphide films used in the device work to be described 

were prepared by the chimney method. The pronounced effect of ion 

bombardment of the substrate on the texture of the films sug3ests that a more 

sophisticated cleanirg procedur:, probably avoiding  thc use of chromium 

trioxide, is necessary. 
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Fig. 4.17  leotron mic:ograph of 0d.) film on glass, substrate ion bombarded. 

Fig. 4.18 Colour photograph of CdS on glass; without ion bombardment (L.1I.S.), 
and with ion bombardment (R.1.3.). 
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cHiPTR 5. 

THE METAL - 5EICONDUCTOR CONThCT. 

5.1 HISTORICAL NOTE. 

The earliest studies of metal to semiconductor contacts v.-ere concerned with 

rectification effects. Braun [591 
as long ago as 1871+ worked with a variety of 

natural crystals, mostly lead and ferrous sulphide, to which he applied various 

base electrodes and a point contact by means of a fine wire. He noted the 

dependence of the total resistance on the polarity of the apnlicd. voltage. In 

addition, Braun [59] made the first observations of rectification effects in 

seleniur, and also worked with copper oxide. In later years plate rectifiers 

using copper oxide, and selenium, found practical application in power 

rectification. 	copper rectifier consisted of a copper plate (LL) on which 

a layer of cuprous oxide (SMIC0I1DUCTo) ':as formed by heating, the surface of 

the oxide being pressed into a lead plate. Point contact rectifiers were 

employed in the early days of radio tolegraphy - between 1920 and 1930 - as 

detectors, i.e. the crystal detector. Some of the more satisfectoiy devices 

were based. on lead suiphido. It was then almost entirely replaced by the 

vacuum tube until in 1939,  application of a. silicon detector for microwave 

work was reported by Southvrorth and King [60j• The point contact was made by 

means of a tungston wire. Research on germanium and silicon was carried out 

during the war in connection with point contact detctors for radar. It was 

the continued study of the nature of the forward and reverse currents to a 
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point contact o germanium .thich later 1ec to the iscovij of the ronsistor 

effect as embodied in the point-contact transistor. 

The understanding of rectification phenomena clevolced slowly. Owing to the 

commercial importance, Schottky showed that in the direction of resistance, 

practically all the potential difference occurred at the contact between the 

copper and the oxide. He then postulated 
[61] 

that an insulating layer existed 

between the copper and the copper oxide and that this was owing to the formation 

of a cupric oxide layer nearest to the copper. Capacitance measurements 

permitted, an estimate of the thickness of this 'blocking layer" to be made. For 

this particular case, Fott 
[62]

developed a theory to describe the current 

flow by considering the electrons to be thermally excited across the barrier. 

Schottky [63] realized that a potential barrier could be formed without the 

presence of a chcmically distinct layer and suggested that it aros from stable 

charges in the semiconductor. He considered these charges to arise from the 

presence of the meta 	 1 
l electrode. Davydov ' 641  then emphasised the need for a 

difference in the thcrmionic work functions of the materials. It was in this 

manner that the 'Schottky barrier' model of a metal to sodiccnductor rectifying 

contact develomed. 

2 THE- SHOTTKYBRRLJR. 

Consider now, according to the Schottky model, the barrier which results from 

improper matching of the work functions between the metal and the semiconductor 

forming the contact. Figure 5.1(a) shows the enorLy level diagrams of an 

n-type semiconductor 	i'he energy levels are illustrated for a metal with 
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Fig. 5.1 Energy level representation of a contact between a 
metal and an n-type semiconductor (a) before contact 
(b) after contact. Metal had greater work function 
than semiconductor. 

Fig. 5.2 Energy level representation of a contact between a 
metal and an n-type semiconductor (a) before contact 
(b) after contact. Metal with smaller work function 
than semiconductor. 
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work function 	, and for a semiconductor with electron affinity 	and 

work finction O s , when the metal and semiconductor are still separate. For 
the case illustrated, the work function of the metal exceeds th: work function 

of the semiconductor. 'hen the metal and seiiiconductor are brought into contact, 

electrons flow fron the oemiccncluctor into the iotal until the Fermi levels 

equaize. This transfer of electrons continues until the field set up by the 

double layer eotr.blished in this way is sufficient to balance the diffusion 

AAX 
curr 	due to the electron concentration gradient. Finally the situation 

shown in Figure 5.1(b) will be obtained, a barrier having been formed- by 

negative charge at the contact and positive charge, in the form of ionized 

donors, distributed in a volume of the semiconductor. 

Figure 5.1(a) and Figure 5.1(b) show the alternate case for a contact between 

a metal and n-type semiconductor when the work function of the metal is less 

than that of the semiconductor. No barrier forms when contact is made. Instead 

a rosorvoirof electrons exists in the semiconductor near the contact • Such a 

contoct is commonly called an ohmic contact, because no rectification occurs 

and the currents passing through the contact obey Ohm's law over a large range 

of applied voltage. It is this typn of contact v:hich the ourco end drain 

electrodes in a thin film transistor must make '. -.Tith the cadmium sulphide layer. 

Iny experiments wore carried out to obtain evidence for the behaviour of 

metal to semiconductor contacts in accordance with the ichottky theory. 

[65 1 	 ____________ Schwerehent, as quoted by Schottky 	, has found a oorr3laticn between the 

resistance of selenium rectifiers in the blocking direction and the work 

function of the rectal. Ljoleniwii is a p-type semiconductor and high reverse 
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_____ 	
[66 resistance v;as found. for low work function metrlo. Brattain has forn a good 

between degree of rectification and work function for metal 

contacts evaporated on cuprous oxide and n- and p-type silicon. On the other 

hand, loffe 	and Moyorhof 
[68 

], particularly the latter, did not find such 

clear cut relationships. heyorhof studied the relation between tho contact 

potential difference and rectificati: a for metal point contacts applied to 

silicon n.nd gcoani.um and found that the contact potential differnce oes 

independent of the work function of the metal for silicon rectifiers. To explain 

the contradictory nature of these results, Bardeen [ 6 ] proposed that the 

existence of surface states could modify the formation of the Schottky barrier. 

s shown in Chapter 2, the presence of surfaces states causes an intrinsic 

potential barrier to exist at the surface of the semiconductor, end the energy 

bands will be bent before any contact is made with the metal electrode. If the 

density of surface states is sufficiently large, the field caused by the contact 

Potential is almost entirely terminated by the surface states rather than by 

the space charge in the semiconductor. The barrier height then remains 

practically independent of the ;orh functions of the eaten: ls and the system 

behaves as though the suniconductor sucfac. 	no 	thin ji ,  tri L .c film Screening 

the bulk from external fields. iS an example of this, Boll and Leivo 	have 

shown that rectification with semicondecting diamond was independent of the 

work function of the metal and depended on the presence of surface states. 

It should be noted that owing to the adsorption of impurities on the surfaces 

great difficulty is generally experienced, in obtaining a pure metal to 

semiconductor contact. The presence of a third layer, such as an oxide, can 

alter the work function and the surface state density end so forn a potential 
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barrier. The lack of consistency in experimental results may, in part, be 

attributed, to this fact. 	s an instance, it was shown by Pcganski 	that 

in the selenium rectifier, the barrier layer does not occur at the boundary 

between the tin-cadmium alloy and the selenium. 	ch;ical reaction between 

the tin-cadmium electrode and the selenium during preparation of the rectifiers 

lenes to the f rination of a cadmium selenide layer and the potential barrier 

is locatod at the boundary between the two semiconductors, caci.iiutn scionide and 

selenium, rther than at the metal to semiconductor contact. 

OHMIC CONT ,'CrS TO 	DMItThI 

Thu electron afinity, 	of singlo crystal C LiUui sulphide is 1.5eV L 711 

For cadmium sulphide films, Ghuba found the electron affinity to be 3.30V,L711 

assuming a. band gap of 2.4eV. On the basis of the Pchottky model, the work 

functien, Øof the metal contact should not diffur appreciably from this 

value if an ohmic contact is to be obtained. The density of carriers, N ' 

available to the semiconductor at the interface in terms of the barrier height, 

(- 	), is shown in table 5.1 below. L 
72 

TBLE 5.1 

QN 	0.1 	0.5 	1.0 

N (cm) 	1017 	10 11D 	102 
0 

It is obvious from the table that at room temperature excited electrons can pass 

over a barrier of aproxiinately 0.5eV in sufficient number that the contact r1y 

be regarded. as ohmic. 
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The work functions of the elements have been collated in the form of a table 

by Michnelson L73],  although there ic considerable variation in some cases in 
174] 

the values obtained by diffe.ent workers. R.. 3Lith L 	examined, the problem 

of metal contacts on to insulating crystals of cadmium sulphide and found that 

the lower work function elements, indium and gallium, formed an ohmic contact, 

whereas the higher work function elements, silver, gold and copper, did not. 

He suggested that a lot: work function can ovorcouc the effect of the surface 

states to the extent of rev(,rsinr,,  the curvature of the band structure at the 

surface. host of the low function metals are extremely reactive chemically,and 

so in practice are not suitable for el0ctrodc$. In addition to indium and 

gallium, aluminium is suitablc both from work function (L.2eV) and che -mical 

considerations. 	aBcer and Lambert 	investigated the rectifyin, properties 

of point contacts of various metals in a conducting crystal of cadmium sulphide 

and found no rectification if the point contact were indium or gallium. 

Kroger et.,,-1-I. pointed out that indium and gallium are both n-type impurities 6  

in cacliniu.o sulphide, whereas other netals, such as copper, silver and gold, 'hich 

do not form ohmic contacts, ore p-typo impurities. Kroger argued that the 

ohmic contacts found with indium ox-id, gallium ( 	n-type cadmium sulphide) were 

the result of diffusion of the indium and gallium into the codmiu:i suiphidu 

around the contact, resulting in the formation of a highly n-typ r4on. 

Figure 5.3 shows the band model of the contoct according to Kroger. 

The material in contact with the metal electrode is an n-type semiconductor, 

in which the Fermi level lies between the donor levels and the bottoi of the 

conduction bnnd. Since the donor levels lie near the conduction band, the 
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Fig, 5.3 Proposed band model of ohmic contact. 
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Fermi level is just below the conduction band and is therofere above the Fermi 

level of the metal before contact. .Lftor contact, there exists adjacent to the 

electrode an exhaustion barrier which, in a highly doped uaerial, is so thin 

that electrons may easily tunnel through it. This highly doped region acts as 

a supply of electrons for the highly resistive bulk. 

Butler and Muscheid 	have shown that ohiic contct could be made to cadnium 

sulphide crystals independently of the electrode work function, if the contact 

area were first subjected to electron bombardment. In addition, Fassbendor [78] 

has reported that ohnic contacts could be formed by ionic bombardment by an 

L 2 
electric discharge. 	

] 
nderson 	has made use of this technique in this 

department in his study of scl currents in insulator diodes. 

5.2 EVdORTION OF SOURCE ND DRL'T ELECTRODES. 

On the basis of the Schottky barrier model of a metal to semiconductor contact, 

gallium, indium and nluminiu. ,, have work functions which arc small enough to 

make an ohmic contact with cadmium sulphide. Furthermore 6hcy arc chemically 

stable. The work functionc and melting points for these elements in the order 

listed above arc 3.9V, LeV and L.2eV and 29.4
0
C, 150°C  and 660.1 °C. The lo 

melting point of gallium and indium precludes the use of the former completely 

in thin film transistors and raises doubts about the suitability of the latter 

owing to high temperature processing required for subsequent layers. 

The spacing between the source and drain electrodes in a thin film transistor 

is generally less than 25 microns and V, 1eimcr has used separations as small as 
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7 microns. ! small separation provides a short carrier transit time between 

the source and drain, and this improves the frequency response of the device. 

fine aire was used as a mask to achieve this small sepration. The smallest 

diameter wire readily available was 15  microns, although a limited, quantity of 

wire of ap:roxinatcly 10 microns diameter was obtained. It proved extremely 

difficult to handle an only wire of 15 and 25 micron diameter was used. 

The set of masks, etched from mild stool feeler strip for the complete TFT 

structure is shown in Figure 5.L 4 . The supporting jig was made of stainless 

steel. The profile for the source and t,rain electrodes is on the left hand 

side of the set, the fine 'nrc for the separation being positioned beneath the 

feeler strip. This results in the *lir being out of contact with the substrate, 

which rests on the jig, by a distance equal to the thickness of the feeler 

strip, I uil. .dll materials were evaporated upwards. Despite the fact that 

the wire was not in contact with the substrate, a sharply delineated gap was 

obtained, provided evaporation took place at a pressure not greater than 10 -5  torr. 

1ith higher pressures it was found that the evaporant scattered behind the wire 

mask causing a short circuit between the source and drain. Figure 5.5 

illustrates aluminium electrodes, of 36 microns separation, evaporated on to 

a cadmium sulphide film deposited on a glass substrate. It can be seen that 

the gap region is not as sharply defined as the edge of the source-drain region 

where the mask is in contact with the substrate, showing that there is some 

scattering of the evaporarit behind the wire. 

The problen of attaching leads to the electrodes remained end several methods 

were considered. The standard microelectronic technique of thermal compression 
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bandin of old wire was not available. 	art froni this, thr method requires 

a substrate temperature of at least 250C,  usually 300°C, and it was not 

thought advisable from differential expansion considerations to subject the 

device, with its layered structure of different materials, to such high 

temperatures. In addition, gold bonding in this way to aluminium, which would 

oxilisa readily at 250°C,  results in the formation of a number of alloys, the 

most coraion of which is referred to as "purple plague". Ihis introduces an 

unreliability into the method and eventusily can cause the bon -  to become 

open circuit. 

The initial method used, shown in Figure 5.6, was not entirely satisfactory and 

involved thu evaporation of gold lands, with an underlay of chromium as the 

former does not adhere to glass, on to which load, wires were solderud. 

dditional masking was required for the codnium sulphide deposition. During 

the evaporation of silicon monoxide for the complete device, a high substrate 

0 	 [79] 
temperature, approximately 300 C, is recooaiendcd by some authors 	and it 

as found that a "purple plagui" formed where the aluminium of the source and-

drain overlapped the gold. The aluminium fiLi has a thickness of 600 L to 

800 

 

Q . The steps formed a the edges of the cadiiiuie sulphide and gold-chromium 

layers could thus, if they vzer sharp, be points of weakness and cause a break 

in the aluminium film. Furthermore, thadTitional evaporation on ,' the 

masking roquirements made in difficult to keep the substrate deem. 

In the semiconductor industry, individual uicrocircuits or transistors are 

tested using needle shaped probes, which are lowered on to the silicon slice. 

These probes scratch the films, which are usually of aluminiue, but as each 
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using gold plated probes, was adoptod. Probes with rounded ends were used but 

despite this there was a distinct tendency to scratch the film (Figure 5.7) and 

frequent use produced an unreliable contact. Indium, which is softer than 

aluminium, is particularly easy to scratch and for this  reason, coupled with 

its low molting point of 1500C,  it was not considered seriously as a contact 

material. Howcvcr, the simplicity of the method is attractive and one is 

generally able to distinguish between an open circuit probe and a blocking 

metal to semiconductor contact. £his was not always possible in the first 

method described. 

4luminium is chemically active at high temperatures and refractory materials 

such as tantalus and molybdenum are not suitable for evaporation boats. 

slower reaction occurs with tungsten and it is possible to carry out several 

evaporations fron a tungsten basket before having to discard it. However, it 

was not easy to obtain well controlled evaporation with such a boat. 

luminium readily forms an oxide and it is necessary to evaporate this off in 

the presence of a shutter before exposing the substrate to the evaporant. It 

is also advisable to evaporate aluminium quickly in order to rcduco oxidation 

by the residual gases in the vacuum chamber. It was found that the aluminium, 

which was cut from an ingot of GNT purity, fell through the wire basket on 

melting and consequently it was difficult to obtain from a small basket, a 

film greater than 600 in thickness on a substrate placed C) inches from the 

source. 	small boat was noeesary to obtain a point source and so roduco 

scattering of the evaporant behind the fine wire mask used for the formation 
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Fig. 5.7 Photcraph revealing scratching of film by probes. 



of alU!1iniU:a brco mitride boat, pOS1t1LflC in a tungsten 	basket, was 

used. Owing to the insulation of the aluminium by the boron nitride boat, it 

was necessary to run tho tungsten basket at a much higher temperature, near 

white heat, before evaporation was initiated. The larger source produced a 

less sharply delineated gap and in many cases a short circuit between the source 

an drain. 	lso the hih temperature required caused considerablo cut-assing, 

producing additional impurities, and it was not possible during an ovaporatio:i 

to maintain a pressure less than 10 torr. The use of the boron nitride boat 

was abandoned in favour of the small tungsten basket. However, this method 

leaves much to be desired and there is little doubt that the electron beam 

heating offers a cleaner and more controllable means of evaporatin aluminium. 

quartz crystal was use] to monitor film thickness. The mass of th, evaporant 

adhering to the crystal face causes the natural frequency of the crystal to 

decrease. 'n absolute measurement of film thickness may be obtained using a 

Talysurf end it is then possible to calibrate the crystal for a given evaporant 

and for a ;ivn geometrical :rrangerent of the source, substrate and crystal. 

The variation of crystal frequency with change in mass ii not a linor.r function 

but the method was sufficiently -ccurate for the estimates of fiLi thickness 

required. 

. 5 	I-VCfteL.CTERI:TICS USfl__SOURC-DiIN L:C fRODS. 

The approach adopted initially was the complete evaporation of the thin filia 

transistor on to the cadmium sulphide layer without exposing the system to 
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atmospheric pressure boteon evaporations. Those duvic.s invriabl suffurL 

fro:i faulty source to drain contacts or poor atc insulation rmcl it hecoo 

oviJn that each evaporation required individual investi;ation. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining a current injucting 

contact to cadiiun sulphide. The early work doocrlboJ at the beginnin; of this 

chapter suggested that indium or cJ.liuL.1 were the most suitable materials. 

Probably with this in mind, heiner used a"flash" of indium beneath a layer of 

aluminium. The diffusion coefficient of iridium into eadnium sulphide is greater 

than that for aluminium and this, it was thought, contributed to tho formation 

of an ohmic contact. The first attempts at forming an ohmic contact used this 

technique but did not yield reproducible results. The procedure followed in 

some typical attempts is listed below. 

Sample 7-125. 

Cr.dnium sulahido heated in a vacuum fur 2 hours at 350C, at a pressure of 

<. 10 --) torr, with substrate at 130'C. 0 liquid, nitrogen cold trap was 

employed. 

Result: 	blocking contact formed. 

_eplo 3-115. 

Cadnium sulphide heated in a vacuui.l for 1 1 7 hours at 390C.  Indium-alu.iniva 

evaporation at a pressure K 10 torr at a substrate temperature of 200 C. 

liquid nitrogen cold trap was used. 

Result: 	blocking contact formed. 



Procedur.. similar as in two previous cases except that indium nione used as 

uloctrode mat..rial. 

Result:. blocking contact formed. 

By heatind' the cadmium suiphide in vacuui: it .:as hopo that recrystallization 

might occur with a corresponding increase in resistivity. It was also thought 

that some of the adsorbed gases would be removed from the film. Thothor sample, 

18-36, was not heat treated prior to the evaporation of indium electrodes. In 

this case an injecting contact was formed. The film was photoconductive, of 

thickness 2830 and had a resistance between the source and drain electrode 

of 2.16 megohms in the dark. Subsequent heating for 1 hour at 300 °C in a 

nitrogen atmosphere reduced this resistance to 0.58  megohms. A. scanning 

electron micrograph, Figure 5.5, showed that the indium had melted and although 

the gap was in general sharply defined, some spreading of the indium was 

possible. This could, apart from indium diffusing into the codmiul. -i suiphide, 

contribute to the mparently more ohmic characteristic obtained after heating. 

The I-V charocteristic and log I - log V plot are shown in Figures 5.9 and 

5.10. On the same sample, aluminium formed poor ohmic contact with an inter-

electrode resistance of 5 megohms. In the prosunco of light, the I-V 

characteristic saturated as shown in Figure 5.11. 	further evaporation, using 

aluminium alone, produced a sirailar effect, and this will be discussed in more 

detail later. 	final aluminium evaporation with an underlay of indum yielded 

an ohmic contact. The above evaporations were repeated using another cadmium 

suiphido film, Sample 25-46, which had been heat treated in nitrogen at 380°C. 
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Scannin, electron uicrog'raph showing meltini of indium (x 170). 
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To sets of alu.iiniun clectrodes forniod blockin contacts, whilst a set with 

a layer of indium preceding the aluminium formorl an injecting contact, thus 

confirming the results obtained with Sn ple 1P-L6. The inter-electrode 

rsistnncc of the latter was reducer by boking in nitrogen at 250°C  for 15 

minutes. 

It becamo obvious from the rosult obtaino during the early work on contacts, 

that aluminium did not easily provide an ohmic contact to ca±iura sulphidc. 

There were indications that current could be injected as can be seen from 

Figuro 5.11 ,bit such instances were few, and genernlly a blocking contact was 

formed. Iridium, under cortain conditions, was more likely to for.i an injecting 

contrcuhich could be improved by heating in an inert atmosphere. fhe history 

of the cadmium sulphide film was important and heat treatment in air or in 

vTcuum appeared to hinder the formation of an ohmic contact. 	luuiiüura with 

an underlay of indium was used in the first attempts to fabricate a thin film 

transistor. Prior to the evaporation, the chamber was flushed out with argon, 

and a liriuid nitrugen cold tm: was used to ruduco the water vapour content in 

the chamber. The substrate was subsequently heated to apprcwi.iatcly OO °C 

during the silicon monoxide evaporation and it was thought that this treatment 

would aid the formation of an injecting contact. The use of temperatures 

higher than the melting point of iridium required that the indium layer shnnl 

be thin in order to prevent destruction of the aluminium overlay. 

The first successful transistors were made using the above method. However, 

it was not possible to obtain an ohmic contact regularly and several complete 

devices wore fbricnted with blocking source contacts. In addition, probler.i 
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:everthe1ess, it is essential to be able to inject current freely into the 

semiconductor, and a reappraisal of the i,iethod of forraing ohmic contacts had 

to Le made. 

It is obvious that the presence of an intorvonire layer of material bot:oen 

the metal and the semiconductor could completely alter the band structure at 

the interface and lead to the formation of a blocking contact. There are 

several ways in v?hich this can occur. 

(i) The surface of the cadmium sulphide fila can be afected (a) by the 

adsorption of gases from the atmosphere or (b) by heat treatment in 

sole cted atmospheres. 

(2) 	The incliu;a or the aluminium, v:hich has a :el1 known "gettoring' act ,—  

may react (a) during evaporation with residual gases in the chamber 

or (b) vith the adsorbed gases on the cadmium sulphide surface. 

To investigate possibility 2(a) a mass spectrometer cas fittod to the top of 

the vacuum chamber directly above the substrate holder. Figure 5.12 shovrs 

that the major constituent in the residual gases was v:ater vapour. The 

effectiveness of the liquid nitrogen cold trap in reducing the concentratiom 

of water vapour is sho:n in Figure 5.13.  n aluminium evaporation was then 

carried out and the "gettering" action, le,-.ding possibly to the formation of 

an oxide layer can clearly be seen from the water vapour peak in Figure 5.13. 

The cold trap, a coil of copper tube, 'cas situated above the baffle valve 
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nath the vcuw cm 	It w',s, therefore, iao. . iriLri ork area rind. 

overco.ie conditions 1(a) arid. 2(b), it is no cc. , 	to reiovu ;riisorbod gases 

ron the cadniun sulphide surface. It was indicated, earlier in this chapter 

t:t various workers have made use of ion or electron bombardment to produce 

o1ii.iic contacts and these techniques were adopted. d.n r,.c. glow dischnrg. 

initiated by an aluniiüuia probe at 500 to 700 volts in an argon atmosphere of 

a,))roxivately 150  microns pressure was used. The duration of the discharge 

was about 10 minutes. It was found that aluminium, Fiiro 5.14- and gold, 

Figure 5.15 readily fonoed good ohmic contacts, .'ccurate positioning of the 

probe with r ,  spect to the substrate, generally some 6 inches apart, was not 

important. Furthermore the previous history of the ceslmiuoi suiphido film diii 

nc'o r t he a 1.isepjjnLjj 	2  et r 	 f,nn;, iro 	ra 

fi]:.e 	ich hc4 rvi div fc a hoot tretu iv o:i' or 1 ti ;ev. 	vor:J 1..; 

I - log V characteristics wore drawn and there was no indication from any of 

the samples of a square law space charge limited dependence of current on 

voltage. The gradient of the characteristic varied from sample to sample. 

Rose 180  has shon thcoretically that although a crystal contniniag shallow 

traps follows a la,: I ot. V 2 , this is not true for traps having a distrihuticu 

in energies. He also showed that for a unifor:o distribution of trap onerge9 

below the condiction band, I ° V.c. The exponential factor is clue to the 

uniformity of the distribution end, for a distribution which decreases with 

distance from the conduction hand, the exponential is replaced by a high power 

function of the voltage, so that I ck V where n 	2. The variability in 
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the icarithmic plots can therefore be attributed to the variation in trapping 

levels and densities in the films. 

The surface of the cadmium suiphido film nas investigated, further by telcing 

contact potential measurements. Kelvin's vibrating electrode method v:as used 

and for this reason it ;as necessary to use a non-insulating substrate. The 

cadmium sulphid.c v:as evaporated on to aluminium and contact potential 

measurements acre made with aluminium, which has a work function of 4.1eV, as 

a reference electrode. The values obtained for the viork function of cadmium 

sulphide after various treatments are shcnn belo -w. 

No post evaporation treatment. 	 4.85eV 

Heat treated in air at 3500C for 10 minutes. 	 5.150 

Ion bombardment for 15 minutes. 	 4.95eV 

The results indicate that heat treatment, in air at least, increases the work 

function of the cadmium sulphide and so forms a loss n-type fili.. Ion 

bombardment has the opposite effect, and produces a film with an increased 

] 

surfae 	
[73 

c conductivity, as noticed by Fassbender 	. In the latter case, 

ger ot.al. [76] have attributed th formation c: an oic contact irrespective 

of th ncrk function of the metal to a tunnelling mechanism brought about by 

this high conductivity. The change in conductivity coul ,-1 possibly be brought 

about by surface damage of the film by the ion bombardment • The pronounced 

change in v:ork function on heating the cadmium sulphide in air is probably 

related to a chemical rooction oith, and a&rptnof, oxygen. It ':as n:'c1 

earlier that heating in air invariably formed a blocking contact, uhereas 

hooting in nitrogen, an inert gas, yielded on occasions, although not predictably, 

an injecting contact. 
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further te$t was carried out on a cadmium sulphide film which had undergone 

no post evaporation heat treatment, and had been placed in a desiccator between 

evaporations. 	set of aluminium and gold electrodes was evaporated on to the 

film. sold formed a blocking contact but aluminium produced the partially 

injecting contact shown in Figure 5.16 which revealed the saturation effect 

described earlier. The characteristic is syLi etrical abcut the origin (zero 

volts). On applying n. greater voltmge, the characteristic in Figure 5.17 was 

obtained. The increase in current was not due to breakdown of the cadmium 

sulphide film, as reversing the polarity of the applied voltago still produced 

a saturation effect. The requirements for saturation brought about by electron-

phonon interaction demand an unrealistically high mobility (200 cm2tolt.sec 

approximately) and moreover the saturation effect would not be expected to 

occur in one direction and not the other. This effect has been noted by 

Weiner [25 ] and related to an insulating layer between the injecting contact 

and the cadmium oulphide. The saturation effect is not always as pronounced 

as can be seen from Figure 5.13. In this case, the aluminium electrodes were 

evaporated on to a film which had been ion bombarded iorediately beforehand. 

Ion bombardment offers a simple method of obtaining a current injecting contact 

to cadmium sulphide. The mechanism of contact formation is not entirely clear 

arid, if it is due mainly to a removal of the surfce impurities on the cadmium 

sulphide, it may cause damage to the film vith a corresponding increase in 

trap density. From the point of view of a stable active device, it would seem 

to be necessary to anneal out the damage. 
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6.1 	THE IIASK CHANGER. 

One of thr. main advantages of the coplanar thin film transistor lies in the 

prospect of evaporating all layers subsequent to the cadmium sulphide in one 

pump down of the vacuum system. To this end, a mask changer was contxiicted 

which permitted four mask changing operations and is shown in Figure 6.1. 

The jig on which the masks were aligned can be seen in this figure but a 

separate photograph illustrating the masks positioned on the jig is shown in 

Figure 5.4. 

A scanning electron micrograph of a device fabricated using the above masks 

is shown in Figure 0.2, in which the source and drain electrodes, insulating 

layer and gate electrode can be clearly seen. Before discussing the 

characteistics of such a device, it is necessary to consider some of the 

difficulties associated with the evaporation of silicon monoxide. 

6.2 EVAPORATION OF SILICON MONOXIDE. 

Vacuum deposited silicon monoxide is one of the most commonly used dielectrics 

for thin film capacitors and is often combined with evaporated aluminium 

electrodes. It can easily be evaporated at temperatures between 1200 0C to 

13000C. The dielectric and optical properties of the film are affected by 
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Fi,. 6.1 Photoraph aepictin v -icuum chamber with mask changer. 

r4,5 
 

'1 

kv 

Fit. .2 Scan in 1ecron rnicrraph O.r  evaporated thin fiLii transistor. 
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the deposition rate and the residual gases present in the vacuum chamber during-

deposition. Vhen silicon monoxide is evaporated the resulting vapour comprises 

mainly single SiO molecules. Upon condensation, however, additional oxygen 

can be taken up if it is available with the result that the film can have any 

state of oxidation between SiO and SIC 2 . Che oxygen and water vapour content 

of 1- i- e residual gases in the chamber are important constituents which do not 

readily allow the formation of reproducible films. 

The properties of silicon oxide-aluminium capacitors have been reported by 

many workers including Siddall 	anfie1d [81 1 and more recently Hirose 

and ada [82]  Siddall showed in his experimental work that thick films of 

silicon monoxide (io,000 ) peeled or 'crinkled" after exposure to the 

atmosphere. He also observed that this tendency was reduced if the films were 

annealed at 250
0 
 C during deposition. It was assumed that streeses were set up 

in the film during deposition and were reduced by the annealin . 	ovice [83] 

followed up this work by studying the effect of atmospheric e , -, sUl, u on the 

stress and showed that the water vapour content was a contributing factor. He 

also annealed the films at temperatures up to 300 0C to remove stresses. 

The initial evaporations of silicon monoxide followed the techniques evolved 

by Siddall and Novice. enerally the substrate was held at a temperature 

between 250°C and 300°C during evaporations and the baffle type tantalum boat 

used with cadmium sulphide was also used to evaporate powdered silicon monoxide 

obtained from the Kemet company. A cold trap was used anck the pressure 

maintained at 10 torr. The evaporation rate varied between I i/sec and 

3 R/sec. On rare occasions, tho silicon monoxide crinkled on exposure to 
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shows that the film has reached some intermediate oxidation state. The film 

thiakness was 2200 although showing some leakage capacitor breakdown did not 

occur at voltages less than 12 volts. When films of a similar thickness were 

evaporated toform the gate insulator of a transistor breakdown occurred 

frequently. This can be seen in Figure 6.3 which is a particularly severe 

case. In some cases transistor action was observed prior to breakdown but 

more often the insulator appeared to be faulty on removal from the evaporation 

chamber. Precautions were taken to minimize the amount of dust present which 

could cause breakdown (Figure 6.4) but no noticeable improvement was found. 

It was observed during the formation of the capacitor that the silicon 

monoxide surface was smooth whereas in a transistor it followed the topography 

of the cadmium sulphide surface. The Talysurf and electron micrographs had 

shown the surface of the latter to be rough with peeks of 500 to 1000 

depending on the thicknes. of the film. It was felt that this roughness 

could contribute greatly to the breakdown of the silicon monoxide. This led 

to a further investigation of the cadmium sulphide ev.poration procedure which 

has previously been described. 

An immediate improvement was found using the smooth cadmium sulphide films and 

generally some form of transistor action was obtained provided ohmic source 

and drain contacts could be made. The transistors were characterized by a 

lack of saturation in the I-V characteristic. 
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Fit, 	Iho 	cph 	ga 	ion ST, iu bx' 	Lu 1,fl (X 100) 

Fig. 6.L. Photograph of gap region showing pin holes due to dust (x 100). 
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Siddall also evaporated silicon monoxide at faster rates, up to 30 k/sec, but 

found that such films had a lower dielectric strength. Using lumps of silicon 

monoxide, a rate approaching this value was attained with the tantalum baffle 

boat. The transistors made in this viny shoied improved current saturation. 

During the early attempts to fabricate a transistor mis-alignment of the gate 

electrode and the source-drain gap occurred frequently. This was traced to 

differential expansion of the mild stool mask and the stainless steel jig 

during the substrate heating for the silicon monoxide deposition and was 

overcome by cutting the mask in half (Figure 5.1). It was realized that the 

different coefficients of expansion of cadmium sulphide and silicon ponoxide 

could cause differential strains to be precent in those films. In addition, 

at higher substrate temperatures there is an increased possibility of a 

chemical reaction occurring betvoon the two materials. In the experimental 

work undertaken, although the better devices were formed without substrate 

heating, there is no conclusive evidence which suggosta that the dielectric 

strength of the insulator is impaired by the substrate heatinT:. 

6.3 DISCUSSIOiJ OF TTNISTOR I-V 

The importance of being able 	to 	lIi an injecting contact and to provide good 

insulation for the gate elocbrodc in rj thin film transistor is obvious. The 

evaluation of a more stable device as the above requirements are attained is 

described in the case histories below. 



Th 	 :r.smi 

srsin electrodes - 12 microns apart - consisted of aluminium (1000 .) with an 

1r1.i 	jim. 	I 	 - 	 im1; 

tm voitago. shovn in Figuro 6.5. 

Horizontal 1:0 Volt/div. 
C-ate 	0.2 Volt/step. 

TFT22-1iG (F igu res6.6(ji.nd (i). 

This was essentially o. repetition of the evaporation procedure used for TFP 

1-66. lb was decided to increase the insulatin g  layer to 2500  and decrease 

the aluminium source-drain electrode thickness to 500 in order to provido a 
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•Lhuh his ins due to the accidental application of a high drain voltage, 

about 18 volts. This produced a field, of 71O volts/cm across the silicon 

monoxide layer. The g of the device vie.s 0.02 mA/volt at a gate vottage of 

1.0 vail. 

( a) 
	

(b) 

Fig. 6.6 Vertical 0.01 mA/div. 	 Vertical 0.01 mA/div. 
Horizontal 2.0 Volt/div. 	 Horizontal 0.2 Volt/div. 
Gate 	0.2 Volt/step. 

a),(b) 

The evaporation procedur' for TYI' 22-116 was repeated. In the first instance, 

the gate was shorted to the source and drain showing poor insulation. A 

subsequent attempt resulted in a :orking device, TFI' 8-17.  Currenb flowed 

in the device at zero gate voltac. This was not the case with TFT 22-116 

which required about 0.6 volts to turn it on. Li addition, the drain current 
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does not saturate with increasing drain voltage. Both these conditions, the 

current flow at zero gato voltage and the lack of saturation, could be owing 

to a leaky insulator providing a shunt conduction path. 

The other notable features are the crowding" of the characteristic with 

increasing gate voltage and a diode type curvature at the origin. The 

saturation of the drain current with gate voltage can clearly be observed 

from Figure 6.7(b).  This is due to current limiting, of the type discussed 

in the previous chapter, by the source electrode. Weimer considers that, if 

there is an insulating layer between the source contact and the cadmium 

sulphide, a pinch-off mechanism similar to that in a field effect transistor, 

can occur. Furthermore, a similar layer under the drain has the effect of placing 

Fi,. 6.7 Vertical 0.2 mA/div. 	 Vertical 	 0.2 mA/div. 
Horizontal 1 .0 Volt/d.i. 	 Horizontal (cop) 	2.0 Volt/div. 

Horizontal (Lower) 0.5 Volt/div 
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iLcde in series with the transistor. No e:puiicIental investintion was 

.Iertaken ii conne tion with th.ee fei;uo of th charocteristic. 

be-ins) is 0.13 nit/volt. 

All the devices discussed so far which 'ere deposited on 'rouh' caduium 

sulphide have shown a wenkne;o in :ate insulation and poor source-drain 

contact;-,. The use of smooth cadmium sulphide films increasea the yield 

of working devices but in many cases a leoizy insulator was still prevalent. 

Consider the following cases. 



This devio. 'ns furod in the sa i : nnur os thos dLsoriLd. 	ho I-V 

linracteristic did not saturate and there v;as pronouncod leaka;e between the 

gate and source-drin electrodes ('iguro 6.8(b)). 

Fi. 6.: 	Vertical 	0.5 m&/div. 
	 Vertical 	0.01 mA/div. 

Horizontal 2.0 Volt/div. 	 izo:tal 1 .0 VCL//d:Lv. 

Gate 	1.0 Volt/stop. 

The transistor - ias oxmined under a E1icroocop ond brookdown appeared to 

occur mainly along the edges of the gate electrode (Figure 6.8(c)). ihu area 

within the gate overlap ias rclatively froc from pin holes suggesting that 

high fields at the electrode edges may initiate brekdown. 
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Fig.6.3(c) Photoaph of insulator breakdown (x 100). 

	

TFT22-37 s6.fa), (b), (c1,j 	and. (e)). 

This transistor was not evaporated completely in one pump do ,,-.n of the vacuum 

system. Aluminium source-dr.in  electrodes were evaporated on to a smooth post-

evaporation heat treated cadmium sulphide film which had been ion bombarded 

beforehand. Good ohmic contacts were obtained. Tht substrate was replaced in 

the jig, the mask re-aligned and silicon monoxido evaporated at 30 k/soc at a 

pressure of 10 torr, this being controlled by allowing air into the chamber 

through a needle valvc. During the silicon monoxide evaporation the substrate 

was not heated. The aluminium gate electrode was evaporated during the same 

pump down. 
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The characteristic shown in Figure 6.9(a)  was obtained. After some time, 

about 2 hours, this characteristic had altered to that in Figure 6.9(b). It 

was noticed that the characteristic was highly dependent on the number of 

voltage steps applied to the gate. This drift can be clearly seen in Figure 

619(c). The complete device was annealed for 12 hours at 190 0C in an 

atm'- sphere of nitrogen and a more stable (tharactoristic resulted (Figure 6.90)). 

Little change occurred in this device over several months. Over the complete 

seuencc of treatments, the transistor changed from an enrichment to a 

depletion mode of operation, indicating an instability originating in the 

insulator to semiconductor interface. At no stage was there any indication of 

"crowding" of th6 characteristic and it can probably be assumed that the 

injecting contact was good. (Figure 6.9(e)). The g of the device at a gate 

voltage of 2.0 volts was 0.05 mA/volt and the effective mobility of the charge 

carriers was 3 cm2tJolt , se. 

Urì4WUUUP 
pI1UWiI 

NUMIN Alai is foil 
IMMUNIUMME 

ça) 
	

(0) 

Fig. 6.9 Vertical 	 0.1 mA/div. 	Vertical 	 0.05 mA/div. 
Horizontal (L.H.S.) 1.0 Volt/div. 	Horizontal (L.H.3.) 1.0 Volt/div,  
Horizontal (R.H.S.) 0.5 Volt/dive 	Horizontal (R.1I.S.) 0.5 Volt/div, 
Gatr. 	 O.e. Volt/step. 	Gate 	 0.2 Volt/stcj 



(C) 

Vertical 	0.1 MA/div. 
Horizontal 1 .0 Volt/div. 
Gate 	0.2 Volt/step. 

(Jj 

Vertical 
Horizontal 

0.01 ink/div. 
1.0 Volt/div. 

Vertical 0.5 mA/div. 
Horizontal 0.02 Volt/div. 

Figure 6.9 



TFT 20-37 (Figros 6,10(a) and (b)). 

This device was fabricated in the same manner as TFT 22-37, except that the 

complete device was formed on the cadmium sulphide film in a single pump down 

of the vacuum system. G-ood current saturation occurred. ('igure 6.10(a)) but in a 

short time, 20 minutes, the I-V characteristic had taken the form shown in 

Figure 6.10(b). 

A pronounced hysteresis effect was present in the characteristic and can be 

attributed to the presence of trapping levels in the semiconductor-insulator 

interface. 

The g of the device at a gate voltage of 1.2 volts was 0.1 mA/volt and the 

effective mobility of the charge carriers was 18 cm 2 olt.sec. 

(a) 
	

(b) 

Fig. 6.0 Vertical 	0.05 mA/div. 	 Vertical 
Horizontal 1 .0 Vo1/d.iv. 	 Horizontal 

Gate 	0.2 Volt/step. 	crate 

0.05 mA/div. 
1.0 Volt/div. 
0.2 Volt/step. 
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Ac contacts in each case s  other working devices v -ere fabricated. 

H 	thu ch.rctoristics -,;ore unpredictable and drifted rapidly. Li sane 

1 	 H 	 3 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

7.1 PICUSSION OF RSULTS. 

This report has encornpssed several aspects of the thin film transistor. The 

initial approach towards fabrication of the ievice was t evaporte th roquiro 

layers in a single pump-down of the vacuum chamber without a detailed i rive stiatic 

of the individual films beforehand. The mask changer was constructed for this 

purpose. it 6ocame obvious that this approach was too ambitious and that some 

study of the separate layers was required. In essenca this thesis is a study 

of the materials from the device point of view. 

l'he difficulties associated wi th the fabrication of a cadmium sulphide thin 

film transistor resolved themselves into two main categories. 

The first of these concerned the metal to semiconductor contact. The Schottky 

model is normally used as a theoretical foundation on which the selection of 

materials to give an injecting or blocking contact is based. However, in 

practice it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the ideal conditions on 

which the theory is based. The experimental work on contacts to cadmium 

sulphide has shown this to be the case. It was generally not possible to 

obtain an ohmic contact using aluminium or indium without ion bombardment of 

the cadmium sulphide surface. This was particularly true in the case of 

cadmium sulphide which had been heat treated in air and work function 

measurements have bQQi4 shown that some form of compensation takes place on 
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treatment, it is necessary to consider the formation of aluminium oxide during 

the contact evaooration process. The factors leading to the formation of 

aluminium oxide are 

the gettering action of the aluminium during evaporation 

and 

the adsorption on the cadmium sulphide surface of gas molecules 

normally present in the atmosphere, the most important being 

oxygen end tinter vapour. 

It is possible that by removing one of these sources of contamination a good 

ohmic contact could be obtained. It could be argued that ion bombardment does 

this and simply removes the surface of the cadmium sulphide. However, gold 

then forms an ohmic contact and thi is difficult to explain on the basis of 

the Schottky barrier model. It would be preferable to avoid the use of ion 

bombardment and. instead try to eliminate the contamination of ti-e aluminium 

during evaporation by using a system of cold traps placed near the evaporation 

region of the chamber. 

The second category concerns the gate insulation. The early attempts at 

forming a thin film transistor generally failed owing to, in part, breekdown 

of the silicon monoxide layer. The roughness of the underlying cadmium sulphide 

film proved to be a contributing factor. In addition, it is thought that 

heating the substrate to the rather high temperature of 300 °C may have caused 

a chemical action or diffusion of constituents to occur during the silicon 
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•.d c ev.portion, with a consjent rciuction in the dielectric strength 

f the insulator. Nlo attempt was made to isolate these two factors but it may 

significant that the transistors v:h4.h exhibited the best I-V characteristics, 

"-T 20-7 	T 	2 -7, 	fobriot.c ''ihhout hetin the sifhstrate. 

tbllity. 

 

TFT 20-37 (Figure 6.10(a)) 

3howed a sharp degradetion with time (about 20 minutes) with a corresponding 

deterioration in g. In such cases, it is possible that ion migration 

within the insulating laye5Producin an intrinsic electric field contributes

to the change in g. Pronounced hysteresis loops are also present in the 

1 

chracteristic of this device, as mentioned previously. This is an effect 

about which little is known and although an attempt may be made to attribute 

the effect to trapping levels in the semiconductor to insulator interfac, 

there is no exrimental evidence to substtantiatu this suggestion. TFP 23-37 

(Figure 6.c) sho;ed considerable variation of the characteristic with time, 

although at a much slower rate t'ar 	20-37. In this case the characteristic 

eventually settled to a stable state. An obvious instability of th 

characteristic with variations in gate bias is present (Figure 	 It is 

obvious that a variation of this kind in the char ,  ct r~~.,istic would m-dcc the 

device difficult to use from a circuit design point of view. These are a few 

of the more obvious instabilitiec which plague the thin film transistor and 

their origin probably lies in the silicon monoxide insulating film or at the 

interface formed with the cadmium sulphide. In order to make a constructive 

study of such phenomena a batch formation process uld be necessary for the 

devic 
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The values obtained for the work function of the cadmium sulphide films, usinL, 

apparatus constructed by J. itchinson of this department have some agreement 

with the values obtained by Scheer and Van Laar [711 for the top of the valence 

band arid the electron affinity of single crystalline cadmium sulphide. They 

have reported the top of the valence bnd to be 7.0e%' below vacuum level and, 

therefore, for intrinsic material iith a band gap of 2.5011 the work function 

is 5.75eV.  The largest value obtained, 5.05eV  for cadmium suiphido heated in 

air, is in agreement with the above figure if one considers the film to be 

n-type as is normally the case. 

Shuba[71 has estimated the top of the valence band to be 5.7eV  below vacuum 

level for cadmium sulphide films and in this case, if the band gap is 2.5ev, 

the work function for intrinsic material is t..45eV. On this basis, our film,- 

would be p-type, and it is suggested that Shuba's value for the top of the 

valence band may be low. 

7.2 CONCLUSION. 

The stable operation of the thin film transistor i heavily dependent on an 

undcrstand.in of interfaces betvren different materials. The MOST, while it 

also has a semiconductor to insulator interfacc, avoids the contact problem by 

usin diffused p-n junctions. Vacuum evaporation of matorialodoes not offer 

control over impurity content to the some extent as is possible in silicon 

semiconductor integrated circuit technology. Consequently, whether the 

fabrication of the stable thin film transistor can be achieved will depend on 

the undorstandi% and control of the interfaces between surfaces. Careful 

control of the evaporation processes will be necessary. 
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uiium sulphide device would still suffer from the low mobility of th 

charo carriers. This could possibly be improved by using epitaxial films 

, as was shown in Chapter 3, can be grown on mica. As an alternative, 

roquency rcspon& of the device could be increased by reducing the source 

to drain spacin. This reduction is limitc if out of contact masking is 

c lyci.. F 	ti uncuI 	c1cc Ju urn, r?fcrably elemental to avoid 

r'ctiun in 	buiuhiuiu tr,, ui ru 

 

hi ,- 'r nr intrinsic mobility would be 

advantageous. 
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